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INTRODUCTION
As soon as the Homestead measuce was placed before Congres
a~d

during the fifteen or more subsequent years until its

passage as

tn~

Homestead Act of 1862, the wave of Teutonic

immigration rose.

This brought the second great tide of

foreigners to American shores just as the Irish wave receded.
The practicslly free grant of a hundred and sixty acres of
public land, on coadition of settlement and cultivation, was an
inducement to the land hungry German who had hitherto eked out
an uncertain living by intensive cultivation and the practice
of rigid economy.

Legislative proceedings, relative to the

Homestead Act, were watched by many a German citizen across
the Atlbntic as closely as ty ambitious Americans.
Up until 1850, Irish immigrants outnumbered German immi~rants

but in every decade thereafter until the close of the

century the latter was the more numerous.
a considerable
bet~een

fallin~

There was, however,

off from 1858 to 1864, but when war

Austria and Prussia loomed, German immigration increased

In the intervening years from 1866 to 1870, (probably in consequence of the strained relations betveen France and the North
German Confederation,) very large figures were set forth.
the year 1870 had the large number of 91,770 emigrants.

Even
After

the close of the Franco-German war, when the Empire had been
created, a prosperity seemed to have come over Germany and wages

2

were almost doubled.

~ven

then, when everything appeared in

the britest array, an emigration fever raged in all parts of
Germeny.

The years 1871, 1872 and 1873 showed a steady ten-

dency to quit the Fatherland.

This movement would no doubt

have continued, fur for the naturcl checlc it received through
hard times in the United States.

Besides in 1872 and 1873

the German government issued more than twenty-thousand warrants
for the

a~reet

of evaders of military duty.

Germane re-visitine

their homeland were detained, even after they had become
naturalized American citizens.

This continued until a treaty

between the two countries adjusted the difficulty.
In 1882, the record year, 250,630 German emigrants entered
the United States.

Thereafter the number rapidly subsided.

In

1898, only 17,111 emigrated, but after that time the number of
annual arrivals fluctuated between 25,000 and 40,000.

The

majority of the arrivals prior to 1850 were peasants and
artisans, but many were small merchants "'nd farmers.

Every

class, however, was represented, even broken-down members of
the nobility.

After the Civil War a great change came over

German emigre,tion.

More industrial workers but fewer peasants

and rarely a man of intellect or one of wealth left Germany
for our shores.
Tnree causes underlay this wave of immigration.

These

were financial stringency, over population, and the growing
rigor of the military service in Germany.

~migration

would

3
probably have been much greater except for the fact that the
p:overnment endeavored to keep the people at home t:y increasing
the stringency of laws controlling emigration and diverting
emigrants to German colonies.
Reports came to G;;.,rmany from America in the form of
letters from immigrants, greatly exaggeretinl! the pleasant
facts.

Books written under the auspices of states and

societies, ·advertisements of steamship companies; all were certain to induce many to sell their holdings and embark for the
"Land 9f the Dollar. 11

In 1872 ten thousand copies of a

"Special Report on Immigration" consisting of over two hundred
pages of information about prices and rentals of land, s:aple
products, access to market, kinds of labor in r;emand in Western
and Southern states and many other items "was printed in the
German language at the expense of the United States Federal
1

Government and circulated in Europe."
Why did German immigrants outnumber those· of any other
nati oncs.li ty?

They were first of all desirous o:t bettering

their 11 vine· condi tiona and then perhaps they were in greater
demand.

Their sturdy character, law-abiding instimcts, habits

of industry, pains-taking zeal, honesty and intelligence
1

House Executive Documents, 42 Gong. 2nd Sees. No. 1 and 43
Gong. let Sees. No. 287, quoted in George M. Stephenson
History of American Immigration, 1820-1924, New York. 50

4
helped make them desirable additions to eny community.
In the early nineties, in reply to a questionaire
sent to the Governors of States by the Immigration
Restriction Leogue, 14 states expressed a desire
for Germans; 12 Scandinavians, 7 English or Scotch;
6 Irish or other English speakino~ peoples; 3 French;
2 Swiss; 1 Hollander and Belgian. 2
rJ!ore probably has been written about the Germar1 element
in our population than any other

non-~nglish

element.

They

were eager for land, they were reliable, philosophical, took
things as they came, but had no desire to command or to mix
with other peoples, met trials with patience, clung obstinately to a few cherished convinctions, and sought impetuously
to possess a home and family, to master a trade and to amuse

.

themselves in their own way.

Until the hectic years of the

Great War, the opinion was widely held that the German, on
the whole represented a high type.
Social, industrial, economic and politi:::al conditione of
the United States have been exaggerated in order to increase
immigration.

Other writings,

J~urnals

of travelers, who toured

the States (on pleasure trips, not to judge or speak in favor
or against, but just to ex9lain the facts as they saw them,)
were perhaps the most authentic and reliable.
The critic, Henry Theodore Tuckerman, has several remarks
to meke about such travelers:
2

Senate Reports, 54 Congress, 1st Sess. No. 290 quoted in
Stepheneon, History of American Immigration. 51

5
Their politicc;:l sympathies, extensive information,
and patient tone of mind, alike fit them for the
to.sk of investigating o.nd reporting physics.l and
socic:l facts.
The record may lack sprightliness, and be tinged
with a curious vein of speculation but is nevertheless likely to convey solid and valuable knowledge and suggest comprer1ensi ve inferences. 3
Impressions have been generously recorded and
some of the most just views and ce.ndid delineations
have emanated from Ge:rm&n writers. 4
Th~

imp~essions

of these writers as to our social life and

customs from 1865 to the close of the century has been chosen
for this paper.
We have resorted to quotations at length because they
were taken from source material and translated.

The books

are not available to the general reader.

3

Henry Theodore Tuckerman, America :::nd her Commentators.
Charles Scribner, New York, 1864. 302

4

Ibid.
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CHAPTER

I

PEOPI.J4 IN JiMERICA
Travelers were numerous during ti1e thirty-five year period
iwmediatE:ly following the Civil War.· The Germans were well
repr6sented among them.

The German traveler, acquainted with

the homogeneous character of his countrymen, was most surprised
at the heterogeneous character of the people in America.

He

was inquisitive and anxious to ascertain the history of the
races which make up the inhabitGnts Of our country.

Undoubted-

ly he was struck by their different natures, peculiarities,
mannerisms, life and customs.
Americans in New England have often been called "Yankees".
They emigrated from Old England and their American colonies
were in time given ths name of the "New Engl.s.nd States!'
Foreigners have misused the term "Yankees 11 and the German
visitor has not been an exception.

Most Americans rest;;nt being

so called.
The growth of the real American in the United States increased with the Yankee and still no one wants to be a Yankee.
If one comes from Europe to see New Orleans and asks
for a Yankee, all shake their head and direct one to
the North. One gets on a train or a steamer and goes
to St. Louis which is more than eight hundred miles
north of New Orleans. Arri vin - there he asks for the
Yankees. Again the people shake "No" with their heads
and direct one with their fingers to the North. So
he uses the train a second time and flies three days
and three nights without getting out of his clothes
or out of the car, 1200 miles to Philade tphia or New
York. Here he thinks the Yankee will be at Home.

7

But praise God, neither the New Yorker nor the
PhiladelphianW wish to be called Yankees. The
residents of Ohio, Indiana or Illinois do not
wish to be even thought Y ankees. "Yankees are
only those in the New England States 11 is the answer
we receive upon inquiry. The next day he travels
in God's name to the New Englnnd States. These are
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, and are in the most northeasterly part of the Union. Of the name New E11gland
they are proud, which is perhaps a sign that they
are ~n>dis~1. No Germ.s.n, French or other blood runs
through their veins. (2) But they do not want to know
anything about the Yankees. He travels to Hartford,
Springfield, Providence, Portland, New Haven or other
cities of NeVi England, whatever they are named. Even
here the residents answered that in their country
there is no such person as a Yankee to be found.
"Formerlyn, as one man made answer, "there were Y ankees
with us, but they have moved to the West and Southwest
of the Union. 11 (3) That is true. There is no section
of the Union which has been settled by the Yankees
and in which they arc~ stil'_ located." (4) This
definition has been given to the inquiry ttwhat is
a Yankee'?u
1

Theodore Griesinger is certainly mistaken as to the time it
took to travel from St. Louis to either Philadelphia or New
York. Even in 1865 it could be made in less than 72 hours.
2

If "No German, French or other blood" ran through their veins
they must have been English. The truth is, however, that lon
before 1865 they had scattered, some in Ohio, Western New
York, Indian~, Illinois ::.nd Iowa. Many finally settled in
Kansas 111here they are still found.
3

4

This is contradictory. If they had no German, French or otmr
blood in their veins they must be .l:!..nglish, and then
Griesinger stc:tes the Yankees had been with them formerly but
had nov moved. What were the people who still lived there?
It is true that the Yankees moved West and Southwest and
part of them grouped in Kansas, but the author is mistaken
when he says that there is no territory in which they are
still located.

8
A Yankee is ~ person of middle size with thin legs
and extreme inferior body, with a narrow sharp
featured face and above all a wise eye, a great
deal of energy ~nd agility of limbs and little
color in his cheeks. 5
This visitor as well as the continental .&.:uropeans seemed
to repard

l~merica

as a distant land to which many of their

countrymen had gone e:nri from whence they never had come back
eycept as

visit~rs,

and it is said to be an American trait that

every adopted citizen, after having once fairly made the
acquaintance of Americans, strongly disclaimed the idea of
6
living in any other country.
The Americans have been visited, lauded snd criticized,
spoken of and

~ritten

about, by the just and fair-minded

traveler And by the prejudiced.

Representatives from many

countries )ave recorded their impressions and the purpose of
this paper is to compile and evaluate the German viewpoints.
It is only natural that the majority of the Gerrn<-::.n travelers
would laud their own Fatherland and ti1eir fellow citizens.
Adolf Douai concluded: "The story of a people is just that
7
which the· people permit to be done to them."

5

6

We can probably agree vith this d~finition except that the
typic~l Y ankee after frontier life certainly had a very
strong body. He was tall and lanky but not middle sized.
Theodor Griesinger, Land und Leute in Amerika. Kroener,
t:tuttgc:rt, second edition, 1865. I, 1-3
Joseph Kirkland, "Americ::::n Traits as seen from abroad."
Putnam's ~agazine, Ne~ Series, March 1868, New York, I, 290

7

l~,dolf

Doua.i, Land und Leute in der Union. Otto Zanke, Berlin

1864. 31

9

podenetedt states:
The immigrant, who leaves hie old cultured land brings
with him into this new c-md young na.tion, hie experience
c.tnd knowledge, has an op:Jortuni ty here to develop it
more than in his Fatherland. The Americans deserve a
great deal of credit for their ingenuity, their speed
and endurance and ability as laborers. 8
And Douai says that with reference to activity, "the English
are t'1e most conservative people in all Europe excepting the
Dutch.

Therefore one should not be surprised at the conserva-

tiveness of the Anglo-Americans but at their quick change of
9
opinions. tt
Some of this generation, sons of the aristocratic
familites, which John Smith - 1608 - led to Virginia
and others later to l'Jiaryland and Carolina, were
talented enough but shiftless, unable to or afraid to
work, but were anxious for war against the Indians
to obtain more land without compensation. 10
Such was the opinion of this often quoted writer, but to say
least, he we:js misinformed.

John Smith was not an arist0crat no

did he lead the first families to our shores.
Many of the old Americans were employed by others, but non
would become a footman

o~

built by them.

N-~rth,

In the

hote~·waiter.

Our railroads were not

·all the lower kinds of l&.bor,

(but which though they rank low as employments are still necessary to the we :_1 being, even to the existence of society,) have

8
9

10

Friedrich Bodenstedt, Vom Atl~ntischen zum 3tillen Ocean.
F. U. Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1882. 38
Dousi, Land und Leute. 32
Ibid.,. 19-20

10
hitherto fallen to the lot of the Irish, English and German
immip:r:nts.

Their places have been taken in the South by the

blacks s.nd in the P ac i fie eta tes by the Chinese.
Most of the immigrants during our thirty-five year period

(1865-1900) were Irish, German

~nd

Scandinavian workers, who

very quickly became used to new ways end means·.

11

It was quite

noticeable, even to a traveler, thct the seeonc:J. generation of
the Irish accustomed itself to American ways which still tended

12

though slightly, to follow the English.
Not such a favorBble report is given by Charlotte Niese,
a writer of anti-Irish and even anti-American prejudices,
during her travels here in 1887:
The Irish-American, who became Alderman and even Mayor,
treasurer or other city official, in New York, is too
practical to spend the fascinating "Goldtt which oaesee
throu~h his hands, for pavements, street-cleaning and
gas illumination. He thinks of himself and family
first of all. He must take advantage v.hile the opoortunity is at hand •.•• At any rate every official, Vihether
he has a COTnmon or an exalted position, practices the
same methods. Is it then E:. wonder tm::.t of the million
inhabtt.ants of this g-reat city, only a few thousand
help in beautifying and bettering the city? 13

11
Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 45
Rudolf Kunz, Bilder aus Amerika nach eigener achtj~hrigen
anschauung gezeichnet; Printed for the author, Zurich,

1882. 144-153
12
13

Friedrich Oetkin, Die Landwirthechaft in den Vereinigten
Staaten von Noros_merika ••. Paul Parey, Berlin, 1893, Chap 22.
Douai, Land und Leute. 1-2
L. Burger, Pseud.(Charlotte Niese) Bilder und Skizzen aus
Amerika. s. Schottl~nder, Breslau, 1891. 14-15

ll

And is it different in Philadelphia, Baltimore or in the
citie9 of the West?
Wherever the Irish element is in command or in office,
the conditions are the same. No wonder that the German
is not interested in what one calls "politics" in the
Union. He (the German) c&.me to earn an honest living,
and not (with talk and other means) to gain an influence
over the voters so that later, in a political office
he might become rich, without further effort. 14
Just what Charlotte Niese (who used the Pseudonym, L. Burger,)
means when she says that the German was not interested in
politics is hard to understand.

It is true they were not

office seekers in the beginning tut they used their vote as
soon as they obtained it.
"Very few scholars'' declared Ernest Bruncken, "seem to be
aware that the German

im~igration

has had, Gn interesting

development and thut it is quite imp0sslblcs to understand the
social and political hi story of those portions of our country
where German settlers have been numerous and influential
without acquainting one'self vith the successive stages of that
development."

15

Bremen and Hamburg sent merchants to tte United States to
establish business houses or agencies.

They ttimbibed the money

craze as well as the amuseme:1t craze."

They worked to make a

fortune so as to be able to return to Germany and enjoy it.

16

14
15
16

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. The Irish in .America, Chap XI.
Ernest Bruncken, 11 Gerrnans in Americet' American Historical
Association Report for 1898. 345
Doua

~"

12

-------------------------------------------.
The majority of the newcomers remained and made the interests
of the United States their interest.
The Civil War was a signal for the immigrants to help the
cause of their newly chosen home.
helped in the struggle.

One hundred thousand Germans

They were bitter opponents of slavery.

While immigration continued a writer estim&ted that:
If the population of:the United States increases in
the future as it has in the past, there will be a
hundred million people here in 1900 of which one-fifth
will be German, and in 1960 there will be three hundred
and fifty million and one-half will be German. 18
He asks:
concluded:

ttwill Germany then have its own colony here?"

and

"If Germany continues at its present rate of in-

crease it will have a hundred and fifty million residents here
in 1960, ·and there will be more Germans in the United States
than in Germany."

Many Americans feared, in the late sixties

and until the eighties, tho.t the humber of German immigrants
and their descendants would outnumber all others.

The question

whether they \'!Ould congrege.te and heve their own state or at
least parts of states was oftsn discussed.

Of course they con-

tinued to co:ne but land workers spread to perhaps every state i
19
the Union.
17
Douai, Lsnd und Leute. 352
18
19

Ibid., 349
There were 23,000,000 Germans in Germany in 1800,
44,000,000 in 1879
56,000,000 in 1900
67,000,000 in 1914
65,000,000 in 1932.
Max Jordan, "Back to the Land 1n Germany". Commonweal.
New York, August 24, 1932. 404

~-,--------------------------------~1~

L

E. V. Smalley, explaining the German element in the
United States in 1883, wrote:
We have been content with the general notion that
they are sn industrious, orderly people, who add to
our national wealth and keep out of our poor-houses
and jails. We wish t~1at they would pay more regard
to our American Sabboth and not drink so much beer.
Two things they insist upon as a class which are
contrary to the dominant opinion among then ative
American element--the right to drink beer and wine
in public places at all times--the right to amuse
themselves on Sundays in the ways they were accustomed to in their own country. 20
When Smalley said that he wished they would regard our American
Sunday more than they did, he probably did not mean "American"
in the strict sense of the word, he probably meant

11

Puritad'.

He continues describing a typical German:
The Germans take an active part in our politics but
they are much less clannish than the Irish and rarely
vote in & body~ unless it be to defeat a party or
a party-leader responsible for some measure of legislation affecting their personal liberty. 21
W~ether

the Germans took an active part in our politics seems t

be disputed between Srr.alley and Niese,

t~1e

they were not interested in our politics.

latter claims that
I

believe Smalley,

who made a study of the German element in the United States, ca
be relied upon.

Charlotte Niese was a biased traveler, and not

20

21

E. V. Smalley, "German Element in the United Statestt.
Lippincott, Philadelphia, Vol 31, 356
Ibid., 357

'------------------------------------~1~4~
sufficiently observant to come to such a conclusion.
Professor Hugo Ml.lnsterberg of aarvard University, has
written in German papers some very sensible articles on America
The a.rticle

11

The Germcn and the Americans" is a splendid

psycholo.0"1 eel diagnosis of the rising antipathy between the
two nations.
The common interests between German culture and
American civilization are so great that we would
deem it a great misfortune for the development of
both nationalities if the estrangement v~ere perpetuated, a.nd we h'"lpe for a free ventilation of
its cause t'"l nip the growing hostility in the bud. 22
Professor M~nsterberg was a German and remained a German in
this country.

He was not naturalized, but being engaged at

Harvard he lived in ::::n American atmosphere.

He knows a great

deal about American life and conditions, perhaps more than
many who have spent the greater part of their lives on this
23
side of the ocean.
His judgment accordingly rests upon an
immedi&te obs.:::rvation of facts, which he presents with

22
23

Hugo M~nsterberg, 11 The German and the Americansn. Atlantic
Monthly. Sept 1899. 402
Douai, Land und Leute. 56-57
Griesinger, Land und Leute. Chap VIII, 236-310
Joseph Pachmayr, Leben und Treiben der Stadt New York.
Herman Gr~ning, Hamburg, 1874. Chap 10, Future of the
German Element; Chap 11, Continuance of the German Language.
P. Girard, u German Element in the United States", Cat bolic
World. Vol 26, Oct. 1877, 381

~.·--------------~--~15
24

impartiality and
U.~nsterberg

f~irness.

25

and hundreds of others have written about the

Americ&n people, what they do and how they do it.

Is there a

distinction between tre people in this land of liberty?
America is a "Free Land", position and noble birth make
no difference.

An office boy can become superintendent.

newsboy can become a millionaire.

A

A simple official can

become the President of the United States, "but it is not

26

possible that a negro can become white."

In America everyone

feels that he is a citizen of a large and powerful nation.

He

is proud of it, that is, if his skin is white and not some

27
other color.
There were and still are many of color in our country.
In 1880 Dr. Sch&ller estimated 9, 007,187 white _Jeople in the
south and

5,631~749

black; by 1890 the whites had increased

to 11.361,796 and the black only to 6,194,924.
the blacks decreased from

949~251

In the north

in 1880 to 801,076 in 1890.

This shows that the colored people did not scatter around the

24
25
26
27

Dr. Paul Carus, O~en Court Monthly Magazine, Oct. 1899
Chicago, Vol 13, 26-630
M\lnsterberg, in addition to newspaper and magazine articles
wrote many books, but all deal with a later period.
Georg Asmussen, Ein Eesuch be1 Uncle Sarn; Eilder aus Amerika
0. V. Boehmert, Dresden, 1905. 96
Ibid.

L----------------------------~

~-··----------------------------------------------16-.
28
states, at least not in that decade.

But what was the negro

doing and what had he done since the war?

The emancipation of

the negro made him politically equal to the white man and gave

29

him the right to vote and hold public office.

The 1890 census

shows t '-at they built 7 colleges, 17 academies and 49 high
schools in the United States.

They boasted of 842 lawyers,

465 physicians, 1420 merchants, 995 trained preachers and
30
248 professors.
The majority of them however were servants,
waiters, porters or laborers of one kind or another.
As waiters they are clean and orderly, they serve
in some of the largest hotels with a great deal
of pride. They are friendly and helpful. 31
When a traveler comes to our country he is interested in
the ori,:rinal Americans .. the Indians, more perhaps than the much
talked of negro.

28
29

30
31

Dr. ;Lax Schl1ller, In den S&dstaaten Nordamerikas. Erinnerungen und E1ndrl1cke. Fred Dt5:rnmler, Berlin, 1893. 42
Ernst von Hesse-Wartegg, Curiosa aus der Neuen Welt. Carl
Reissner, Leipzig, 1893. 212
Griesinger, Land und Leute, Chap 6, 164-207; Chap 13, 395436; Chap 27, 840-862
Social condition of t~e negro. ~rnst Erbach~Erbach, Reisebriefe aus Amerika. Carl Winter, Heidelberg, 1873, 233-245
The African in New York and the United States in 1876.
Ernst Otto Hopp, Federzeichnungen aus dem amerikanischen
Leben. Otto Zanke, Berlin 45-52
Oetkin, Die Landwirthschaft. 593
Sch~ller,

S~dstaaten

Nordamerikas. 43

l-----__..;..___---------1

17
By the end of the Civil War the Indians, as a rule, wsre
confined to particular parts of the country.

One traveler

says that anyone interested in ti1e study of ,h;thnology in North
America should go to Denison, Texas.
Denison is a town about 20 years old, located on
the Red River, which separates it from the Indian
Territory. This territory is open to all red skins
but closed to the white people. That is, white
people may not settle or carry on trade in this
Indian territory. However the Indian needs clothing,
guns and srnmunltlon, whisky or fire-water, thus
affording a good market for the white men. The
sale of fire-arms, ammunition and liquor to Indians
w&.s forbidden, but the white traders settled on
the boundary line in order to smuggle their wares
into forbidden territory, this developed into a
very profitable business. 32
Thus was founded the town of Denison.

From this town it was

quite convenient for travelers or s:nugglers to undertake trips
along the Red River into the neightori'lg territory, which is
the hunting ground of several tribes.
However it has been a long time since they hunted
buffaloes Vii th bow and arrow, clothed in fllrs with
eagle feathers in their hair. Until a decade· or
two ago their race was only slightly affected by
the intermarriage with Chinese and negroes. At that
tim~ however, Indian tribes at other locations consisted of fifty percent hal fbreedf?, since then
practically no pure blooded Indian children were
born in this territory. 33
Hesse-wartegg should not have classed the Chinese with the
negroes in

th~

intermarriage question.

There were very few

32
33

Hesse-V"z.>rtegg, Curiosa. 223-4
Ibid.
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Chinese in this territory and consequently very few married
the I 1dians.

The Indians intermarried with the whites, some

blacks but rarely a Chinaman.
An In,"' ian woman, after her marriage, retains her tribal
affiliation by virtue of Indian law;

whereas the man loses

hi 8 and becomes a nember Of the tribe of his squaw.

In view·

of large sums of money paid the red-skins by the United States
rrovernment, for the acquisition of their hunting grounds, it
was deemed good business to marry an Indian girl.

As a result

traders, trappers, hunters and other whites evaded the law
(prohibiting entra1ce into the Indian territory) by rnarrying
into the tribes.

Old

~aide

were not to be found, whether

beautiful or homely, old or young, all found suitors under
these conditiDns.

It was not necessary fo:c her to be a full

blooded Indi c:m, as long as her grandfather or great-grandfather was an Indian, this was sufficient to retain the tribal
affiliation and to make her blond, Swedish or Saxon, husband
a member of the tribe.
Not only the Caucasians but also the Mongolians and
Negroes ruarried into the Indian tribe.

A small portion of

the thousands of Chinese who came to America, located in the
border

tow~s

of Caldwell, Witchita, Fort Smith and Denison,

to follov: their laundry trade.

Mongolians as husbands were

Well liked ty the women but not by the tribes.

In these

border cities the Indie:n squaws at times lowered themselves,
~

(that is, in the estimation of their tribe members) in

~------------------------------------~

~

t··

~4

marrying Chinese, thereby makin.<::· them members of their tribe.
Negroes and Negresses intermarried with the Indian also.

The

Civil War ending slavery, the free negroes in the Indian territories settled in :\fo Man's Land

35

which was deserted by the

Witchitas.
The visitor tr:;:;veling to

t~1e

Pacific coast finds a larger

representetion of the yellow race i!nrnigrating from China.

This

immigration, so to speak, begins at China,, stretches to the
Pacific coast of .America a.nd returns again to its starting poi
for every Chinaman expects to return to his native land.

He

comes to America to make a little money, leaving his family
behind him, and satisfied with a very modest competence,
returns to China.
34

35

Hesse-Wartegg, Curiosa. 224
In the hee.rt of the United States is & land cc:lled 11 No
iil:an's Land." It has neither cities nor railroads, it is
marked off with two rivers, CimarroYJ. and Beaver. There
are about ten thousand people in ranahes and farms. They
are citizens of the United States but the government has
no control over them in that it has no law-enforcing agencies established in th&t territory. (Becauee this territory
wa~ not in 1893 part of any state or territory under the
jurisdiction of the United States.) There is no other law
tban public opinion, no restraint of crime other than
conscience, no enforcement other than the gun. The people
trade with each other, buying and selling houses, paying
their debts etc, without a legal lasis. They built schools,
roads, without paying a tax, yet each one contributes his
share toward it. Honorable and respectable people live
peacefully with criminals and the United States exercises
no authority to apprehend these cri·r:inals!' Ibidq 136
When this terri tory was taken into the Union C0'1di tiona
ch&nged.
11
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Most of the Chinese in San Francisco are poor,
or at least they appear so. They wish to be
let alone. They work from early to late, they
are satisfied but they steal ~nd lie and
They live
0 uarrel with each other constantly.
~heaply, about ten cents a day. 36

'•

Julius Hirschberg, the a1.lthor of the abo"'e statement was a
professor at the University of Berlin, and as such should have
perhaps qualified his statements.

When he wrote his book (1888

there were many rich and influential Chinamen in San Francisco.
Not all of them desired to be let·-alone, neither did ell of
them steal and lie and quarrel with each other.

Certainly if

they were satisfied they would have no re.s:.son to quarrel.
conducted diversified businesses,

so~e

They

were bankers, jewelers,

launderers, vegetable merc:J.ants, waiters and cooks, but they
were best at light work.

They helped in the building of

the P aci fi c Hailroad.
ht & stc:tion in Coles, Californib, I met a German
mac~1.ini s t who told us that there are a thousand
Chinamen and fifteen hundred whites working in
the excavation of a r~ilroad tunnel. The Chinese
get $1.00 a day and the whites $2.00 The Chinese
can live on fro·m five to. fifteen cents a day. Every
day there are fatalities in thie tunnel, but the
railroad company pays the newspapers to keep
reports of accidents o~t of the paper. 37
Every day some member of this working gang was sent to the
hospital, hurt because of falling rocks in the building of

36
37

Julius Hirschberg, Von New York nach Sen Francisco.
Tagebuchbl~tter.
Veit & Co., Leipzig~ 1888. 171-2
Ibid., 141

thiS tunnel.

The employees paid fifty cents a month out of
38
their wages for medicQl care and hospital expenses.
The Chinamen earn little and spend less, they hoard it in

order to return to China with it.
conditions are of the worst.
.•

Hecesearily their living

The district or section in San

Francisco, from Kearney Street to Stockton Street accomodated
7ooo white people, in 1887 it held 35,000 Chinese. "They live
in cellars and attics. The rooms are partitioned and two floors

,

are made out of one.

It ts always crowded.

In some beds, three
59
people take turns sleeping in the twenty-four hours of the day. 11

or

the 215,000 Chinese immigrants (1855-1880) half of them
40
returned to China before the end of 1887.
In addition to the observations and impressions of the

r,

~~

f

·different races and nationalities, the American Woman, has been
given a prominent part in almost every traveler's account.
"Women in .America are placed on a pedestal, they are conaidered more than just a companion,"

38
9

40

1

41

is the usual impression.

Hirschberg, Von New York nach San Francisco. 141
Ibid., 170
Ibid., 171. Chinese in Portland Oregon. H. Mohr, Ein Streif
zug durch den Nordwesten Amerika. Oppenheim, Berlin 1884. 234
America, the Eldorado of the Chinese, Curl Abel Musgrave,
Die bevorstehende Revolution in den Vereinigten Staaten von
Nordamerika. Walther & Apolant, Berlin, 1886. Chap 1
Emil Deckert, Der Neue Welt, Reiseskizzen aus dem Norden und

S~den der Vereinigten Staaten sowie aus Kanada und Mexico.

Gebr&der Paetel, Berlin, 1892. 99
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Women in America are not amiable or charming, except
in a few cases. They are in general prettier than
their :L£uropean sisters who come from !·iner and nobler
parents, but they lack feeling and warmth o!· heart. 42

Al thol.lgh 0ouai traveled early in the sixties he certainly is
· mistaken about the women.

To say that only a few are amiable

or charming is erroneous.
Another one writes:
the American woman has come to look upon her
husband as a useful but rather ini'erior being,
whose place in life is to work hard all day to
get the money for her comfortable maintenance and
devote himself to her entertainment in his leisure
hours. Ahe must have servants and nurses to relieve her from householf and maternal cares, so
that she may have time for calls and shopping, and
if her husband does not think she has a right to
enjoy herself while he is toiling for her support.
she looks upon him as a brute. 43
There are extreme cases described in the above assertion.

The

author does describe some, but very few, of the women of the
better classes in 1883.

Smalley continues and compares the

American woman with the G6rrnan woman.

He has not chosen two

of the same standing, however, as can readily be noted:
The German husband is the bread-winner, and she gives
him reverence and service as well as affection,
expecting in return fidelity and devotion, _but no
sacrifices to her shims, her love of dress or her
fondness for scoeity. She takes her full share of
the burden of life and in a hundred little ways
shows that it is her pleasure to aid him in the
struggle for existence. 44

4?.
43

44

Douai, Land und Leute. 43-44
Smalley, "German El ementt• • 359
Ibid.

He does not show whether her conduct is the same after he has
obtained a fortune and secured a better place in society.
Intermarriages between Germans or descendants of G·ermans and
Americans of other qescent were not regarded with favor by the
older Germans and,such marriages were of rare occurence until

45

the third generation.
Girard, in his compilation of the German element in the
United States, gives us another viewpoint:
The German husband does not regard his wife as a
pretty playthi~, a fragile and expensive doll to
be dressed in gay raiment cmd paraded for the
gratific~tion of his vanity.
On the contrary, the
German husb~nd, if at fault at all in this respect,
looks upon his wife too much in the light not merely
·as a helpmate, but a servant in whose zeal, industry
and faithfulness he can repose the utmost confidence.
Americans too often make useless idols of their
wives; the German husband may seem to regard his
spouse from too utilitarian a point of view, but
in the German household, here as in the Fatherland,
there is not, as there is too often in American
homes, one bread-winner and one or more spender.
The wife, whenever it is needful or expedient, not
only manages the domestic affairs of the farrily· with
economy, prudence and good sense, but takes a full
share of the burden of providing its income. 46
German mother ke)t the family together.
usually seen together either at

~'ork

The German family

or at play.

Sunder

walks, at theatres or beer gardens, the family was
all times.

What about the American woman? One very

conspicuous characteristic of American women is their inde-

Girard,
Ibid.

n German

h.lement". 376
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pendence.

As soon as a girl grows up she is allowed to do what

she pleases, without her parents' interference.
some of these girls or women are employed as cooks or
maidS but they do not constitute a servant class, they enjoy
the same privileges as

&

housewife.

They are paid for the

work they do.
It seems true, that the housewife, whether she is
of American or German descent, has more difficulties
than foreigners think she has. '''i th a large family
one wonders how the wife and mother could find time
to do all that is required of her. And when one
meets her in the evening, one is astonished to hear
that this interesting, elegant lady is the busy
housewife as ~ell. 47
"There are few travelers who had more

op~ortunities

family life in America than I did, "

continues Bodenstedt, "I

must say that

ti~e

to observe

total impression which I took home of the

housewives was preponderantly favorable.

Sentimentality is

rarely found among them, but an abundance of ability and endurance, happy, lively endeavor for a higher culture and refincement, and energetic character above all iF theirs. 11 48
Many of these women, in addition to the care of
their home, find time to attend lectures and
concerts. If s~1e must make time to attend such,
surely she will get the most out of them.

47
48

Bod ens ted t, Vom .Atlantischen z um Stillen Ocean. 70-71
Ibid., 71; Ladies in Free America, Griesinger, Land und
Leute, Chap 22.
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In all my travels I found that the women have
a good knowledge of present day news and even
of-Bnglish literature. 49

one cen readily see tl'lat Bodenstedt and Griesi-1ger were better
able to ;udge women in their homes than Charlotte Niese or even
Adolf Douai.

Let us look again at what this woman traveler

haS to say about her American sister:
One looks at every American wom~n as a spoiled,
untraining creature, whose most important task
is to amuse and clothe herself. This is not
true of the Northern women. In Florida, Virginia
and in South C arolina, where they have Spanish or
French blood, the women, before the Civil War
had the privilege of refraining from work. They
left all the work to the slaves. But even there
conditions have changed, and the woman, who has
not charge of a great plantation must begin to
help herself. 50
The Southern woman before the Civil War might have had the
privilege of refraining from work, but the woman of' the
souther household had sole charge of t'rB domestic duties and
the supervision of clothing and feeding
just superv1 sed

t~-~e

t~e

slaves, true she

work, but that is not play.

There were

and still are many who live a useless life and for pastime
rush from one amusement into another.
Their God is dress. They find pleasure in
and costly surroundings. 51

diamo~ds

49
Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 71
Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 41-42
Ibid.
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found perhaps more in the United States than in Germany
because wealth is greater here.

It is however wrong to judge

them all by a few.
B~t the weakness in the character of an ~merican
woman lies in her inability to settle herself in
her own home. She wants to ~ork, but not within
the four walls of her home, but outside in the
middle of the machineryof the world. She can be a
good wife and a tender mother, but she will not
find peace in her family circle. 52

It seeme quite improbable that a good wife and a tender mother
would find her home unpeaceful.
Charlotte Niese points out that some of the American women
were so d iss a ti sfied ·w 1 th their homes and surroundings that the

often purchased entirely new furniture, others moved frequently
in order i·o change the surroundings.

It seems the Americans

are fond of changes--constant change from one thing to another.
"Perhaps that is why there are so many divorces in America.
It has become a calamity."

53

State laws differ as to divorce. In New York one
person 1~ necessary to witness the marriage of
two. In California one word is aln:ost sufficient
to break the tie. How rnuch sorrow and tears, how much
crime has been com~itted with divorce proceedings~
Here again the woman, the American Mother could avoid a
great deal of unhappiness if she repressed her daughter's
anticipated separation, but the entire course of
educ;; tion of the Americans is based on FREEDOM. 54
Women are usually blamed for the condition of society,

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 49
Ibid., 50
Ibid., 51
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what about Youth?

Boys and girls in their early youth

~<

attend school together.

Even in the so-called High schools

theY sit together on one bench.
comrades.

55

They amuse themselves

They treat each other as
a~d

often attend the theatre

together.
If the girl has completed school, which sometimes she
attends until she is 18 or 19 years of age, she goes
out with a young man, In the evening she receives
young men with vho;L her parents are acquainted. \'ii th
this friend she attends balls, visits friends etc.
~hoever invites such a young lady in the evening, also
invites her 11 escort11 , because the conditions and
surroundings at times make it impossible for a young
lady to go out in the evening alone. 56
Occasionally a sixteen or an eighteen year old child marries,
later to be separated.

This happens in the best of society.

Today it is a sensation, tomorrow

~'

forgotten fact.

Here and

there one finds an agitated father disinheriting his daughter,
who married against his will, but the American law is that a
twenty-one year old girl is of age and has her own rights.

57

The establishment of a home is said to be easier in Ameri
than in Germany, because many couples are satisfied to spend
their whole lives in the unplec::.sant, lanes orne boarding houses,
where they have one or at most two rooms in which to live.
How many children die young in this atmosphere?
How many women have nothing more to do than to

55

56

On account of the crowded condition in the cle:ssrooms,
benches were made for two thus saving extra aisle space.
Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 52

57
Ibid., 53
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p;o to the dining room at meal time end spend the
balance of the d:q reading novels and eating candy. 58

ThiS accounts for the dissatisfaction of many a wife.
of the monotony of such a life.
evenin~s,

She tire

She sees her own husband only

when he returns tired from his business.

At times

he is unable to keep ber interested.
She then starts a friendship with another,
perhaps a man, whome she thinks she loves. The
end of it is she wants her freedom. 59
Many divorced women in America have
in various employments.

bec~me

teachers, others are

Many of them realized that they were

lonesome vhile married and are now happy in being able to
60
accomplish something of themselves.
Poor AmericEn women never are maids or servants.
They prefer working in factories or stores, and
therefore never make good housekeepers. Often
the whole family gives up its home ,_,nd moves to
a boe.rding house because of tro:..tble with servants. 61
Charlotte Niese predicts:
In a few years there will be more women in the professional life. Perhaps in Congresf or they will
explore the N~rth pole ~nd travel into the interior
of Africa. As missi'naries they might christianize

58
60

61

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 53

59

Ibid., 54

This writer, in add 1 t i::m to being biased and ill-informed
a fondness for Pindaris leaps from the particular to the
Universal.
Ibid. Many Americon women did prefer to work in factories or
stores, they were more independent, shorter working hours an
·more pay were the inducements. Servants became scarce and
demanded more money, and some families were better off and
heippier without the troubles of employrnent. These shopworkers, who ate their meals in lunch rooms, did not learn
to cook and keep house.

I'
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the black heathens. They will write romances and
novels but not a cook book. They will look up at
the Germans because in their opinion we are more
industrious, more careful in little things, more
homelike and economical than they are. 62
1/.any of the American women were happy in their employment
a nd did not marry.

In the New h:ngland statee there were in 186

oo,OOO more women of marriageable age than men.

3
various employment for women,

teachi~~

63

.Among the

was very popular.

Women

teachers worked for a third or a half of the w ages asked for by

64

men.

American women are ambitious and can readily apply them-

selves to any task.

They are also engaged in different pro-

fessions.

As early as 1865 t>•ere were several hundred women

physicians

11

who formerly in New York, now in Boston, receive

their training at the Academy and Hospital owned and conducted
by Doctor 1Laria Zakrzewska, a Berliner."

65

There are also many

women writers who earn large sums of money wri tine novels and
66
newspaper articles.
A few women operate printshops, others ar
67
post-mistresses.
There are many trained singers, some schoole
in

Europe; hundreds of paid choir members, thousands teaching

piano and

sin~ing.

There are artists and actresses who have

62

63
64
65
66
67

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 54
Dou&i, Land und Leute, 144
I bid., 144-145
Ibid., 146
Ibid., 146
Ibid.

become famous.
held by men.

Women have followed many occupations formerly
They heve furthered the movement that they are

entitled to the eame rights as the men in passinf laws and
voting, and have succeeded.
The opinion of Charlotte Niess, as to the employment of
women in Amerio2, is entertaining:
The Amerio,:;;.n woman has a different ::>utlook on life
than her German sister. She is cooler, more calculating. She would never work unless it were necessary,
but when it become a necessity she lowers herself to
it without complaint. Wherever we go we meet the
women working. In the smallest stores, women play an
important part. They \~ork in the telephone and telegraph offices with capability. In the offices of
attorneys &nd big business men, we find a girl at the
typewriter. By all important court oases, women are
the stenogr&_phers and reporters. Every large newspaper has on its staff at least one woman reporter.
bt a wonderful reception r,r sooi&.l affair, one need
not be surprised if, among the invited guests we see
s_ youhg lady,. dressed plain bu-;:- neatly, rush in,
look o_round at· the peop.le and t:-leir style of dress,
have ~he maid show her the dining hall and the
decorations, make a few notations and hurry out again.
This young lady is the society editor, who ascertains from
caterers and chefs where entertah1ments are to be held, and the
next day a glowing account of the sffair is seen in the columns
68
of the paper she reJresents.
Vie complain in Germany because the women wish to
practice the teaching profession. In.most of the
public schools in America there are more women
than men. Sometimes the principal is a man but
often a woman. 69

68

69

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 42-44
Ibid., 44-45
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In the public schools of
are

~omen.

B~ooklyn

most of the teachers

In New York a woman school inspector has been

appointed. (1887)
She has the eupervision of all the New York
schools. We read in newspapers that women have
more influence over the wild American boy, who
will be governed only by the 11 noble female."
Three-fourths of t:1e teachers in the United
States are women. Men just use teaching as a
stepping stone to something higher. Former
President Cleveland was a teacher. The present
General Postmaster, John Wanamaker, also taug~1t
for a while. A good portion of the politicians
and statesmen have been teachers at one time or
C:c:J.Other. 70
Such were the impressions of the travelers in 1887.

Is it a

wonder that the American woman has caused so much comment from
all oarts of the globe?

She is difficult to understand, and

according to some, impossible.

70 Purger, Bilder und Skizzen. 44-45
Ibid. Also:
Gustav Kiercks. Kulturbilder aus den Vereinigten Staaten.
Allgemeiner Verein fuer Deutsche Litteratur. Berlin,

1893. 182-222

Oetkin. Die Landwirthschaft. Chap 18. 638-652
Cleudio J annet, Die Vereinigten Stac:;ten Nordamerika in der
Gegenwart, Sitten, InEtitutioYlen und Ideen seit dem
Secessionskriege. E. Harder, Freiburg, Chap 13.
Ernst Below. Bilder aus dem Westen. W. Grunow, Leipzig,

1894. 250-276

CHAPTER II
MATERIAL
~ost,

E~UIP~NT

if not all of the observations made by

to

visitc~s

the United Statee on the people of this country--observations
whici:1 have been narrated in the previous chB.pter'""'rwere the
resultant of act ue3:1 contact between foreigner and native.

Yet

befor'.= the visitor from abroad could begin his study of the
American people he had first to acquire an experience of the
mechanisms of

Americ~n

life.

As his first stopping place in

this country the traveler usually sought a hotel.

Thus hotels

played an important part in the experience of foreigners as
l

they did in the lives of natives.
V\i th few exceptions, in some of the larger eastern cities,
· American hotels, as compared with those of

Europe~

were on the

monster scale and conducted according to what was known as the
Ameri c;::n plan.

Others were called European hotels and their

specialty was, that you only paid for what you received.

On

the .American pl&n you paid so much per day for toard a::1d ·lodgin?·
liq:.1ors and was lli!lc<:r,S cons ide red ex traE.
the

o~tgrowth

They were perhaps

of the small toarding house and would only be

utilized at the time when food stuffs

w~re

lived near to their places of business.

cheap and people

They were in perfect

1

Baron von Hl.'!bner, u A Ramble round the World". Translated by
Lady Herbert of Lea, London. ~uarterly Review. Vol. 143
London, 1877. Trip was taken in 1871. 251
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concord with American wants and ideas, and were all alike.

are very

~ncommon

now except at summer resorts et cetera.

The

We

shall now describe a few, to give the reader an idea of what
they were from the years 1865 to 1900.
The average German traveler had sufficient funds to enable
him to reside at a medial hotel, after landing, and just a
short distance from the wharf loomed "st. Nicholas Hotel."
With its five floors and 250 febt of marble frontage and its
location on Proadway, which is to New York as a popular and
beautif~l

boulevard is to Paris, the above mentioned hotel

appeared inviting.

While debating, the traveler noticed at

least twenty elegant carriages stop at its doors; . he decided
that the ladies and gentlemen who entered the vehicles belonged
to the tetter class, at least as far as clothes indicated.
The immigrant proceeded up the steps, which were of marble.
A wide interior corridor led him to the bar room or to the
gentleman's drinking saloon where he was served with alacrity.
t

Upon leaving this room he walked a little further and entered
the billiard room w.1ere the same ·luxurious furnishi:1gs were
seen.

Next to this was the reading room.

Newspapers of every

kind .snd description were filed for the benefit of anyone who
•.

..~·~·

Wiehed to read.
rest or study.

Many comfortable armchairs invited one to
Adjacent to this was the writing room.

In

reality this room appeared more elegant than the others, with

34

itS many little marble tables upon which were to be found

materials of the best grade.

These tables were fre-

in use and it must have been a pleasure to make use
them.
He then entered a hall, whose richness and beauty almost
him.

To the right and tot he left of him everything wa

and silk, gold and the v.slue of gold.

Heavy rugs

the floor; the furniture was of red-wood; the drapes
heavily embroidered and the ottomans had exceptionally
springs.

This was the Ladies' Room.

AccordL1g to

riesinger, the ladies are less human than angels and therefore
ch time and cJnsideration had to be expended to satisfy the
erican vanity.
Afterward, he w:;_s shown the dining room, whose splendid
furnishings were unnoticed by him because he was ee;.ger to find
the table.

Breakfast consisted of tea, coffee or

and with this was served eg€s, beefsteak, cutlets,
, fish and chicken.

If one wished to taste a little of

he would really have to have a Herculean appetite.

I

not describe the foot because thC:tt will lead us too far.
If one had the desire to taka a bath after

h~

of rooms were arranged for thb t purpose.
be

s'.-~aved,

voyage, a
If he

he descended the stairs where the barber

hie helpers attended him.

A person would not find in all

a barber shop like those in America.

An American barber shop was not a poorly furnished room
in Germany, but a sunny room with red, white and blue
at the door.

Many mirr:;rs and highly colored

gold frames bedecked the walls.
boxing

m~tches

were advertised.

Horse-races and

Drapes hung from the windows;

chandeliers hung from the ceiling and find carpets of linoleum
floor.

Marble basins, mahogany furniture, plush

or velvet covered seats and head rests were part of the
furnishings.
One can stretch out full length in one of these
comfortable b<.·:cber chairs and rest. The ,1rnerice:tn
barber is con~idered a memter of a dist1aat class. 2
~djoining

fuls salon he had a very elegant bathroom.

He often did other work; even extracted teeth.

3

The

customers received service in the order in whlct1 they entered.
laborer had the same right to receive service
even the President of the United States, and he
up his

t~rn

for anyone.

e. the lower class gives

In Germany it is

for the higher, a
4
soldier must wait until his superior officer has finished.
u~

Theodor Kirchhoff, Reisebilder und Skizzen aus Amerika.
Carl Theo. Schluter, Altona, 1875-6 Vol II, 21-23
Ibid., 23-26
!Did.,

23

To return to the St. Nichols s !iatel, we find 1 t to be
illuminated and in appearance likened to a gas sea at night.
persons could be accomodated daily at this hotel.
four hundred employees in the different rooms, nalls
and basernent to take care of the guests.

Yes, five

strengers had to stay there if the hotel w&.s to maintai
The prices ranged from $3.50 to
5
meals.

~7.00

a day for room

First class hotels in all the large cities offered like
luxurious accomodations.

Therefore it should nothave surprised

the Germans when the Americans found European situations so
inadequate.

Hotels in America were, without the

doubt, much better.

The best hotels were made of

costly m~ter1 al, interioriy as vell as exteriorly and were
.
6
comfortable and convenient than those in Germany.
What bas been said about the St. Nicholas Hotel
duplicated in many large cities.

mig~t

be

Not every hotel· even in New

was like the St. Nicholas.
This same traveler, Theodor Griesinger, had another
He stood in front of a wooden barrack, entitled
l='el1ytng that in a house bearing such a
grant title nothing could be amiss, he entered.
The waiting room was full

~f

But what a

disorder; the

Grlesinger, Land und Leute, 438-461
Paul Lindau, Al tss and Neues aus der Neuen Welt. Carl Dunker,

waitress's appearance was slovenly; the clerk who received him
haS blood-shot eyes and heavy drunkard's knees.
room and the reply was, "A room?"

He asked for a

"There are only two for

guests in the whole house and they hcve to be sufficient for al
The clerk 1 ead him up the narrow steps and truly,
there were the two rooms.
four.

In each room there were three beds,

They were very large for two people, three it

necessary.

One oo uld choose his bed, and he was told

must take a companion, but what kind would he be?
wh~

One

might forget to take off his boots or one who perhaps had

worse h&.bits the:m that.

The mattress

an.~

pillow were of sea-

grass; a woolen blanket and a linen cloth, that was not of
linen but made of juslin covered the bed.

The bed would be

nor warm, but then that wouldn't matter if it
clean.

But

H~aven

help!

The linen cloth had perhaps not

changed for six weeks, and the millions of bed-Lugs which
their home there had spattered it with blood.
Who wouldn't become nauseated viewing this scene?
turned end in three jumps he was out of the house.
11

He

The owner

European Hotel" called him a stubborn German raga-

who would never 1 earn how to get along in the world.
True, that such misnamed flop-houses were in existence but
7
they were scarce.

Griesinger, Land und Leute, 438-461

8
The American people spend a great portion of time in
Clubs.

Hence every city has such organizations or societies.

The Lotus Club was established in New York in 1870 for the
benefit of those persons endowed with literary or artistic
inclinations who desired social intercourse.

It w.ss famous

ror its hospitality, good taste, good speeches &nd good
8
There was another club in New York, i. e. The Goethe
dinners.
Club, the only one in the seventies in which there were German
as well as American members, &nd whose purpose was to acquaint
them with one another.

It was here that a speech was delivered

in English at a reception given in honor of Friedrich Bodenstadt.

He remarked:

11

I

understand that the German women have

no trouble understandL1g .snd speaking English in a short time,
and the America1s do not learn German in as short a time, so fo
this reason the

~nglish

speaking language is preferable."

Hotsl life end club life had a great deal in common.

9

The

latter comprised perhaps a more picked group, interested in a
particulsr undertaking, nevertheless, the intent was the same.
The street on which the hotel or club house was situated
was worthy of note to the traveler who was readily and easily
impressed.

Broedway was perhaps the best known street to all,

its being the greatest business street in the world.
8
Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 67
9

Itid.

Many

its edifices, some of marble, some of red brick and others
steel were palatial in appearance.

Friedrich Bodenstedt,

his description of his short trip through our country said,
10
•Most oft :e bulldings were very high."
"! didn't count
the stories of them, because with the coming and going of so
it was difficult to stand in one place.

Eut I

estimate of their being at least from four to nine
11
stories high. 11
Just imagine the appearance of five mi2.es of
such buildings.

"liven with the crowds of people everywhere,

everyone had room on the sidewalks or on the streets, or as
12
Americans say, "Elbow room for ell."
Continuing the walk along the streets of New York, we
at the next corner an elevated chair, where a negro was
show shining l::us iness.

u

The High chair

W&.E

popular

13

could see and greet his frinds c..nd c..cquaintances. 11

A good tusiness wss carried on here, but a trc:veler, fearing
the inclement.weather, preferred entering an enclosed place.
down the street a better bargain could have

14
struck, for the sign read "Every shave includes a shine."

B, dens ted t, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 44
Ibid., This trip was token from October 1379 to July 1880.
I bid., 67
Itid., 49
Ibid.

40
George r..smus, a prominent visitor to the United States,
served acutely and caught picturesque details of Americc-_n li f
we:s impressed by the edifices of the Empire City.

He

suggested th&t "someone portray New York after the manner of
stntiUF. a wave.

There was constant floating, roaring and
15
Even the streets didn't seem to stand still."

When Emil Deckert arrived in

1891~

he was disappointed in

frame buildings at the wharfs and steamship lines' offices
was greatly impressed with the structural development of
buildings.
Who in Germany wouldn't shake his head when he
heard of houses the: t were more thc,_n twenty stories
high? Not only in New York but in most of the
large American cities we can see these skyscrapers.
explains to the mis-informed, the many conveniences contain
ithin the tall buildings.
Nc:.turally one does not climb up· the steps, but he
just steps into an elevator on the ground floor and
permits himself to be lifted up in comfort.
some of the

hi·~-h

buildings there were local and express

The former stopped at every floor, the latter
stopped only at the upper floors, which proved to be a great

16

tine -saver because "Time is money."

Georg Asmus, Amerikanisches Skizzenb&chelche, Leipzig and
Cologne, 1885.

6.
Deckert, Die Neue Welt. 18

Deckert took an elevator in one of these tall buildings
at the top floor he cou.ld walk up a winding stairway
more flights to see the city from the balcony of the

The hurry of American life in cities impressed the visitGermans.

Baron von H~bner, traveling around the world in

seventies, wrote his experiences while in

C~icago:

It was the hour of closing the shops and factories.
;:;treams of working-men, women c.,nd children, shopboys, commeric,c l men of all kinds, passed me on
foot, in omnibuses, in trc.mways--many goinf the same
direction, but all making their wc.y to their homes
in the variO'J.S quarters in and out of the town.
All looked sad, preoccupied and worn out with fatigue.
I mixed with the crowd, which dragged me with it.
I strove to read the faces of those I tJassed and
everywhere met with the same expression. Everyone
was in a hurry, if itwas only to get home a few
minutes sooner, and thus economize on his short
hours of rest, after having done the largest possible
amount of W'"'rk during the long hours of labour.
Everyone seemed to dread a rival in his neighbor.
This crows was a very type of isoluetion. The moral
atmosphere was not charity but rivalty. 17
The tired, wearied business man and laborer rushed to
their homes.
had

Some lived in hotels, some in boarding houses;

t~eir

own little home away from the noise and rush

city streets.

Htitner, "Ramble round the World,'' 249

"In

merica each man strives to build his own home.

But

finds room in which to build it and m::.terials with which to
build it, two essentials which are not to be had in Europe by
18
the majority of mankind." According to another writer, "the
homes are arranged in about the same manner as in Germany, except those details which are luxurious in a middle class home 1
Germany are common to every home here; such as bathroom, rugs
in all the rooms and a chimney.
stores as they are in

Germ~ny,

Homes are connected with
but occupy a different section

of the town.u

Every little home has enough ground around it
19
ror a small garden.
The residential section of some cities impressed travelers
ravor:'bly c;s was

Sch~ller

in regard to Philadelphia. In front o

every house was an iron post, half the size of a man, on which
there was an iron

rin~,

enabling one to fasten his horse.

houses were separated by gardens.

The

These v. ere clean and neat

were tui 1 t afou t half a yard abo'. 'e the ground.

In the centre

woe a V'ide steps, lead tng to a wide veranda which had a projecVery few had a second story.

ting roof.

large and reached the ground.
Italy with Venetian blinds.

The windows were

They were similar to those in
If there were a second story there

would be usually a wide and long balcony.

n Around

there was either a garden or trees and shrubs.

the house

They were not

in bloom yet, (January 1892) but buds were beginning to
18

Kirkland,

11

Americen Trai ts 11

•

298

43
· apl?ear.

Such wer·e the characteristics of someof the eastern

residential districts.
c~lifornia,

Theodor Kirchoff traveled extensively

and while there said:

Many private homes were made of red-v.ood because
wooden structures seemed to keep the changeable
temoereture of this hot. climate more evenly than
those of stone.
Francisco had been called the "wooden city" in the residential district, but it had been forbidden to build wooden
21
in thebusiness section.
As to the ordinary home, standardization had set in which
made an impression on the visitor.
with identlal houses.
one

co~la

Whole streets were

Foreign visitors remarked that

only find the house sought for by its number.

The

&11 of the same material, same decorations and the
Where sooden houses were forbidden in some or the
large, closely built-up cities, or sections of cities, brick
and brown sand-stone were then used.
three windows in the front.

These homes usually had

One traveler concluded that if a

than three windows facing the street, one could
22
be sure that it was owned by a walthy man.
Many wealthy
had serv.ants, even if only a negro or a chinaman and

Podenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 69
Sch~ller,

S~dstaaten

Nordamerikas. 22-23

Theodor Kirchhoff, Californische Kulturbilder. Fisher,
Cassel, 1886. 23
Hopp, Federzeichnungen aus dem amerikanischen Leben. 14

44
~htle

others of the well-to-do or middle class did their own
23
This however was in 1887 before the scarcity or s
many moved into hotels and boarding houses and thus

settled the servant problem.
What had been a luxury in the previous decade was in 1900
a neceseity in the home.

Late in the seventies a new floor

covering, 1 inoleum, we_s being extensively advertised.

The

great majori-rvy of homes were, of course, still hea-rved by stoves
or fireplaces and even .trranklin stoves w,.::re in use here ana
there.

In the cities most or the better

hom~s

were heated by

hot-air furnaces, with pipes leading to large iron registers in
the floor.

Even in small towns, many newly built houses were

bein:: supplies with gas and running water.

The style of furni-

ture ran to heavy decoratio:1.s; marble top tables and plush
albums wer·e universal; painted china and iron statuary were
used as decorations in the better homes.
The German traveler showed eagerness to learn all about
the Arr::ericc-n table customs.

23

The F'rench believed that their

T'-;eodor Barth, Amerikanisches Wirthshaftsleben. Leonhard
Simien, Berlin, 1887. 21
Excellent description of a typical Philadelphia home.
Friedrich Ratzel, Bilder aus Nord Amerika. F.A. Brockhaus,
Leipzig, 1876. 206
Homes in general according to periods.
1874 - Pachmayrs, Leben und Treiben. 18
1877 - Jacques Offenbach, Offenbach in America. Notes of a
tr&veling musician. G.W. Carleton & Co. New
;
1882 - Rudolph Kunz, Bilder aus Am
ka nach ei
l
anschauung gezeichnet. rinted for he au
1886 - Kirchhoff, Californishe Kulturbilder. 71-73
. 1892 - Deckert, Die Neue Welt. 201-2"10; 244-245

U

l

peculiarities were common to every country.

Both the French

and German people were surprised to learn that every nation had
itS own hatits and customs which would not easily be given

place to customs from abroad.

In the traveler's homeland it

was customary to invite a :friend over for a "bowl of soup••
which really meant he was invited to dinner. Griesinger writes,
"When one used this exoressio, in the United States, he was not
24
understood because soups were almost unknown. n
Further he
states: "an ordinary housewife, even in the rich private homes,
cannot understand how such a dish could be prepared."
admit that
menu."

11

He does

there are a few large hotels which h&ve soups on th

One may conclude from the above statement that this

trsveler either never asked for soup or asked in one place and
former a conclusion, that the hotels listed soups on the menu
but did not serve them.
11

.As soups were foreign to Americcn rnenues, so too, were

vegetables," continues Griesin,:'(er.
either.

".Americc_ns were not fOnd of

What did an American know about spinach, carrots,

asparagus,

cabba~e,

beets, beans, peas and sauerkraut?"

true that lentils were all imported.

It was

If &n American saw

cabbage in a garden or even purchased it, he still knew little
about the vegetable.
salt water and

broug~t

He cleaned it, brewed the whole head in
it on the table.

24
Griesinger, Land und Leute. 311-313

~very

guest then took

46
Potatoes, beans, asparagus &nd cauliflower were all
prepared in

th:~t

way.

Just because the American chose to prep

vegetables differently tban the German prepared h:1s is no criterion that it didn't satisfy the American palate.

really did not prepare foods to satisfy the wishes ofevery traveler.
him.

There really were too many ns.tionalities that visited
Thc:y had, of course, individual hotels and restaurants

which catered to guests of certain nationalities and prepared
the foods such guests relished most.
beef as the choice meat.

The

or roastbeef.

~;;
f

a

i~·

is how the Americans enjoyed their beef.

11

A~ericans

considered

It was cut for beefsteaks, cornbeef,

~,

~·

The America

A German was often astonished when having ordered

beefsteak 11 , it was prepared and served in two minutes for t

25

But it was _not con-

t1i

Ff'-

~

trary to etiquette foreither the American or the foreigner to

~.

enjoy it just the way he wanted it.

~:

~·f~

~~··

The food content of an ordinary meal was set forth in the
quotation taken from Oetkin.
The meal constituted of meats, potatoes, bread and
butter, cake or pie and fruit in sorce form or o.no ther.
Sometimes an egg dish w~s added. Vegetables were
served at le&st once a day. Some alternated eggs and
meat. Vegetables were not eaten a great deal, at least
not in the same proportion as meat, bread and baked
goods. Puddings were v,ell liked, either with milk,
cream or fruit sauces. 26

r,
~·

25
6

Griesinger, Land und Leute, 317; Other
detail, Ibid., 317-335

dis~s

described in

Oetkin, Die Landwirthschaft, 549 Also gives chart showing
the foods prepared and prefered for certain meals and at
certain seasons.

etkin was contradictory in hie above paragraph for he stated
vegetables were eaten at least once a day and later infered
they were usually eaten more frequently.

He seemed to fail

credit where it was due, in so far as to neglect to
such vegetables as tomatoes, corn, celery, cucumbers
lettuce were more p lantiful in the United States t han in
foreign countries.

Preee::.-ves and fruits have always been impor-

tant in an .American meal.

nice-Cream, a favorite dessert with
27
he American, is not stressed in the above account ...
Some foreigners often claimed that an American could be

etermined in a group by his manner of eating.

Would it be

ess difficult to tell an American by what he wore?
In Germany one co.n tell a gentleman from a man servant, a
or her daughter from a maid, the employer from an
ut that was not the case in the United States.

employe~;

The worker was

reseed in his white linens on Sunday just as w&s his

11

boss 11

•.

he maid dressed fashionable on Sund&y &nd in civilian dress
28
ertain afternoons during the week.
G ~othing was worn on the o ccao ion for which it was purhaeed

8

~md

frequently set aside in a short time for another,

Other descriptions and viewpoints of American food.
Asmussen, Ein Eesuch. 43-44; Pachmayr, Leben und Treiben 61;
Offenbach, America. Chap 7, 85-94; Ratzel, Bilder aue Nord
Arnerika. 116-119; Bodenstedt. Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen
Ocean. 61-62
Oetkin, Die Landwirthschaft. 562

48

a more modern style.

For this reason clothing was not made as

it was in Europe

a~d

consequently sold for less.

Th

of productions, together with the attitude of saving,
29
wae therefore greatly reduced.
"V.'omen were so extravagant in their dress and artistic in
their toilette, t)J.at one· could hardly find better, either 1n
Londo~ or P aria."

30

At. St. Su&uetine, Florida, the women knew well how to kill
time.

They spent a great deal of time on themselves, changing

their outfits twice and somet1 mes three times a day. Men also,
who wore light flannels on their walks, changed before dinner.
Vieiting St. Augustine, Florida, P aul Lindau took notice
of a particular young lady who sat at an adjoining table in
the Ponce de

L~on

Hotel dining room.

When breakfasting she wore a Sarah Bernhardt model
with & long train. She appe&red for a second
breakfast wearing a light colored summer dress with
a very extravagant hat. Dinner found her wearing a
white gown trimmed in fur, and flowers in her hair. 32
Lindau had seen the same young lady for five days with three
changes of gowns a day.

She had worn ten d 4. fferent hats and

carried parasols to match which were dressy and costly.
was anxious to see her trunks, because I had
heard that she had spent four weeks here. My

I

29
Douai, L&nd und Leute. 45
30
r

l[

Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 46

1

Lindau, Altes und Neues in der neuen Welt. 81
2

Ibid., 81-82

31

49
companion, who also noticed. this young lady·, said
that he had not seen the sa~ne dress on her the
fourteen days he had spent here. 33
~nother

traveler, Theodor Kirchhoff, wrote that the women in

san Francisco were beautiful.

11

0ne saw them at the theatres in

other cities, but here they walked in front of everyone's eyes
one never tired looking at them.

Expepsi ve novel ties,

diamonds and other jewelry were worn by the San Francisco women
34
even on thepublic streets." In summer, continues this traveler,
"the women wore velvets e:nd silks; others had expensive jackets
and robes of seal.
of

these extremes."

Changeable weather here accounted for some

35

Transportation facilities were as unique to the foreign
traveler as the extremes in women's dress.

As a rule the

streets in America were sixty-feet wide, and thus exceeded those
in Germany,

36

but the roads on the outskirts of the city were

terrible especially in rainy weather. Elevated railroads were
37
quite a sensation. The ,constant rattle of cars was indescribabl
when the overhead lines passed close to the first floor windows,
bringing darkness and inevitable noise.

Under this elevated

system in 1879 were four rails for the horse cars, which passed
33
34

Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum· Stillen Ocean. 46
Kirchhoff, Californisches Kulturbilder. 23

35

Ibid.
36

Oetkin, Die Landwirtschaft. 528-536
7

Lindau. Altes und Neues aua der neuen Welt. 23-25

slmost continuously until midnight.
still for other means of travel.
people

On

There wss sufficient room

This, then, with the crowded

the WideWalkS 1 S"pparently always in

i_'o.

hurry 1

s picture, 11 according to Friedrich Bodenstedt, "and
seemed strange and exciting to see tDe cars pass
over

your ~ead,

3

it really was not dangerous.

39

very few

acci~5nt

There were also horse-dra.wn cars, street-o~rs,
41
omnibuses in N~~:~w York and other cities. The overhead trolley

results."

traction

syste~,

p~rhaps

first tried in Richmond,

in 1888, proved successful on a small scale, and was
seen installed in Boston, where previous discussion had favored
a cable system.

Other cities followed in substitution or the

trolley for the horse-car.

In 1890 the ratio of animal to

electric power on street railways in all the cities of the
United States was perhaps four to one.
As urban transit increased, transportc:tion between cities
improved.

In the late eighties the United States had a popula-

tion of about fifty million and Germany had almost fifty-six
llion while all of Europe had about three hundred and thirty
illion people.

Yet the network of Americ2n rails had five

times the mileage of rails had by Germany, and a little more

Eodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 50
Pachmayr, Leb&n und Treiben. 14
Hirschberg,

Tagebuchbl~tter.

Pactmayr, supra., 16

64

was had by the entire Europe.
roads in America struck the

42

The very locc.tion of rail-

traveler~

notice since in Europe

a railroad was built through a settled district but in the new
world, a. railroad was constructed in sparsely settled country
43
to attrack home-seekers and thus people a wilderness.
Abroad,
railroad company must purchase every foot of land it wished

8

to use.

In the United States,

betwe~n

the years of 1850 and

878, a hundred and ninety-one million acres were given for
railroa.d purpase, although since then a railroad has generally

44

een compelled to purchase its right of way.

Impressed by the

tempo of American life and the speed with which business was die
atchee, the German traveler was perhaps taken aback to disc over
speed of American railrooos
n m&ny European rune.

w~:s

not greater than that

Thus Hirschberg, visiting the United

tates in 1884, made a comparison between the speed of a well

.

45

route in America with some he knew in Europe.
London to ~dinburgh
66 km an hour
Paris to Bordeaux
66.6 km an hour
Berlin to Cologne
58.8 km an hour
New Y'ork to Chicago
60.8 km an hour or
approximately 38 miles :-,n hour.
his can be understood, however, due to his comparing short rune
n three different countries with a tv.enty-eight hour run in the
nited States.

In Germany the care were divided into private

2

Hirschberg,

43
I bid.

44
Itid., 5

45

Ibid., 30-31

Tagebuchbl~tter.

2-3

upe' or compartments Which afforded great ccmveniences to its
For example one could open or close the windows C:cnd
on or off the lights.

Paul Lind.,u wrote,

11

such comfort

ould not be had in the Americ~n cars bec~use there were too m
46
11ow passengers."
He did not state under what circumstances
would be deprived of the privilege of openin·· or closing a
if he were sitting next to it.

As far as light was con-

the porter or conductor would see to it
ufficient for reading purposes.

th~t

there was

If one traveled at night, the

ights were dimmed, but even in Germany one would not occupy sue
compartment alone and the thoughtful traveler would take his
comp&nion into consideration.
One feature of American travel discomfort, the overcrowding
tad ventilation in smoking cars, moved P aul

Lind&!l (who

raveled in the United States in 1893) to scorn and resentment.
is is his

opinion~

The smoking Cbrs of the trains were a grave discomfort
even to one having a strong constitltion. The ventilation was insufficient and the temperature was such
that one almost lost his sight and he&ring. In addition
to this was the stror~ penetr&ting odor of the American
cigarette. The bad hcbi t of spi ttins was beyond any
sense of refinement. The six orfeight spittoons,
which stand in the aisle form a firm target for those
sitting around. 47
46

7

Lindcu, Altes und Neues aus der neuen Welt. 38-39
Ibid., 38

53
Sch~ller
eric~n

on the contrary painted a different picture of

rEilroads.

Most distinguished of passenger.cars was

It would be considered first class if"there were
America.

A dining car

w~s

attached to many trains.

could walk from one car to another and thus the entire length of the train, a convenience that impressed more t
e foreigner fuvorbbly.

A train of vestibuled Pullmans consis-

of draw,i ng room, dining,· sleep in··· and buffet, smoking,
ibrc.ry end observC:<.tion cars.
truck

Sch~ller

P~ul

Such completely furnished tr&ins

as being moving hotels.

Lindau had another complaint to make, " There wasn't

space for baggage in the Pullman cars" he wrote; "A
trsvel er always had b.bout three Eteces of luggage while
Arneric:.;;n usually carried only one."

Instnua:ting perhaps tha.

American had less clothing, but in reality he had the good
put excess baggage in

&.

trunk end check it through.

The railroad fare included the transfer by bus of a passenr and his baggage from one station to the other, if the jourcontinued over different railroad lines.

In the railroad

in Germany there were no porters t::J help with baggage;
United Stctes negroes carried luggage from the carriage
o thewaitins room.

Schuller,

Trunks could also be checked at any

S~dstaaten

Nordamerikas. 9-12

Lindau, Al tes und Neues aus der neuen Welt. 38

54
Arneric:::,n st&.tion, the trcveler receiving a check therefore and
at the end of

E.

journey such luggage would be wai tine; in the

room almost as soon &s the traveler alighted from the
b ar~age
·.
50
train.

A trunk could be sent to a hotel or a residence for a

or hald a dollar.

Prices in 1888 were less than in our

Progress of civilization is measured by achievement
transportation facilities.
From these descriptions of a traveler, left by well and
ill disposed visitors to the United States, the inference is
allowable that such elements of social life, .America was at
east abreast of Europe.

And, as the philosophers of the machi

e allege, America, by 1900, had left frontier conditions far

Hirschberg, Ta.geb~chbl~tter. 31
For detailed inform:.c.tion and descriptions of Pullman cars;
constructioc1; how compartments. are mede into bedrooms;
reservations accord i.1g to number and names of cars, washrooms, see Sch&ller, S~dstaaten Nordamerikas. 9-12; Deckert,
Die neue Welt. 287-8; .b:rbach-Erbach, Heisebriefe, 87-90;
Offenbach in America. Chap 18. 161-165
For gener2l railroad informstion, see Asmussen, Ein Besuch,
.§8..:.69; Peter F. Kupka, Amer·ikani sche .B;i senbahnen. Lehman und
Wentzel, Wien, 1877; H. Bartels, Bericht uber eini
TE
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CHAPTER III
SPIRITUAL

B~UIPMENT

In a pa:oer of this kind no at tempt c&n be made to. explain
dogmas of the
America.
study.

thous~nd

and one sects prevalent throughout
;

Even to enumerate such beliefs would require a special
New religious groups appear almost every day; change,

appear, unite, separate, break into smaller divisions; their
only stable characteristic beirtg instability.

All shades of

belief are found in the United States and every religious
opinion has its followers.
Thc.t America, a country without a State Church, has nevertheless a religious spirit is a fact almost unbelievable to the
German people.

They read of crimes and punishments, but forget

the heterogeneous character of the American people, out of which
co::1di tion: develop problems unknown in some European countries
1
~here

the population is made up of people from one race stock.
It hardly comes within the province of a traveler, who is

no more than a.casual observer, to speak
of American society.

~f

the religious aspect

Foreigners however all agreed that the

mericans as a whole are more relic::ious than any other people,
and J. Ludwig Neve said it is because of the freedom of religion
1

Neve, Charakterzfige der Amerikanischen Volkes, 78-80

2

the United States that the Americans are religious.
This

religio~s

life is represented by a multitude of

e:.nd denominations, that run the whole gamut of man's
emotions.

Among these divers groups there exist

B.nd contradictions but their very number is a sign
of religious interest no matter how severely the religious
mc;y decry the inteilectual absurdities and moral
perhaps the majority of these petty sects.
These processes of division and subdivison are the inevitresult of the Protestant reliance on private judgment and
ty American Protestants to s logical conclusion.
proceeds c.long these lines:

The

a small group of one dt:HJ.utu·-•

disagrees with th•t·.denomination's dogma, or a leader
&

c:1ange not agreeable to his entire fol

~owers.

The small

secedes and forms another religion, either more radical
or more·conservative than the one it left.
interest even if not religious wisdom.
of religious

~orship

This shows reliriou

Douai said that freedom

exerted a great influence in attracting
3

immigrants to America.

It is undeniable that it had some

influence but the greater advantage ·no doubt v:as the opportuni t
immigrant had of bettering his social condition.
Church members maintain th,ir worship at their own expense

Neve,

Charakterz~ge

des Amerikanischen Volkes, 78-80

Dou.c;.i, Land und Leute. 94
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In

an at1 n the United States and organize it as they wish.
mosphere of general freedom, everybody respects his neighbour,
(or 1 s popularly supposed to do so
Catholic bigotry is tremendous)

tho~p;h

the extent of anti-

and for one church to openly

preach against another is contrary to American traditions.

Eac

does its own work as best it c:_n and leaves its neighbour unalthough the working of anti-Catholic propaganda is
and secret as oftentimes to escape the foreigner, if
because he has like opinions, the activity does not
itself to his favor.

Entire liberty of religious

belief and practice is a boon enjoyed by all churches in America
o disti!'lction is made by the federal government in favor or
etriment of any one of them although many religious groups
ield influence in government out of all proportion to their
The Church is not maintained by the government as in
ope.

The American people support their churches and are
4
illiberal in this regard.
Religion exerts a stimulating influence on the thought

imagination ofa nation.

There has never been a civilized

vithout a religion, yet many persons who consider themhighly civilized deny this belief and are content
sting in their own convicticn s.

Georg Gronheid, Rathsc
e f~r auswandere nach den Vereini
Nordamerika. Adolf Russell,
nster,
• 21

~~en

Women are the strongest supporters of the church, of convent ion aniJ

-Jf

s oci o.l forces.

regul'"'tinr; and controlling

TiJ.ey are a powerful influence

,~meric<o.n

life.

They have retained

~.

the privileged position they occupied, as a matter of course,
during the first decade of Ameri c :: n development.
The churches in America are org,:nized social centers, performing :::. vi tal function in the community c.nd what is more
important, they were and still are in many cases the only
centers tending to develop a higher

mor~l

consciousness

the youth of America.
5
11
The Yankee goes to church, more to occupy his restless
mind th&n to build up his soul.
then ordinary ability,

The preacher must have more

on End exper•ience. Pathetic dis6
courses alone do not suffice."
Such might by the_impr$Ssion
ed...tc<~ti

of a casual observer or of a hurried traveler but even such a
critic might as a ID3tter of charity give
of

~

doubt

~nd

not record hasty

~mericans

concl~sions

without

the benefit
so~e

proof.

Those who make their religion a mc.tter of conscience contribute a great deale f money to missions, and many others who
do not believe in religion for themselves contribute generously

5

Y.:.;nkeeu was a nickname for the :~ew .h.n~ landers; later it was
given to all the residents of the Northern states and now
used c;mong the foreign born (generally only by foreign visitors) to des ip:nate e native born. Armin Tenner, .tim erika.
Definition of terms used in America.
11

6

Douai. Land und Leute. 128
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to further it o.rnong their fellow citizens.

Many preach the
7
they understand it, on street corners.
One travel
11

I have often heard preac':1ing in the parks and

public places."
times

:c.

The preacher usua.lly found listeners; some-

few s.t. other times great throngs who crowded around hi

8

Wealthy classes often have c::n exclusive church where they
practice their piety
of

t~1e

~nd

devotion.

9

In several (th8ugh not all

grc:.at cities, the Episcopal Church is very distirc tly

the f&.shionable church.

To be merely a fC:tshionable church is

perhaps the worst things that could happen to any religious
For the.t which is built on s&nd is apt to crumble.

More

solid motives for church-going must be instilled.
One of the most striking cho:racteristic of American
religious life is the institutional church; one namely with a
social and educational organization.

The large base-

an inetitutional church, as well as adjacent buildings
are used for g&thering of children and young people; also for
the use of reading circles, sewing classes and verious enter-

tainments.
soci&l

Singing is one of the chief attractions at these

g~therings.

Eoth vocal and instrumental music received

7
8

Douai, Land und Leute. 128-129
Ibid., 130
I -id., 129-130

60
gre&t sttenticm, a:1d the selecti:)n of hymns were very well made
and suited to the time, and gave expression to religious feeli
.
10
1n a multitude of stirring and modern ways.
Some churches

~re

owned by the preacher himself.

Usually

the upkeep or such churches requires large sums of money but
the expenses are
or by

chargi~g

9~id

ty willing donations from parishioners

pew-rent.

The letter is usually a fixed amoung

for a definite period Of time.

Few churches were without an

orgen, an orga'1izt and a mixed choir, either paid or gratuitous
11
They were carpeted and well heated in winter.
Church attendance wc::.s much :::rreater and religion was taken more seriously
12

in

~meric&

than in Europe.

In Americ::cn cities, on Sundcy morning, the avenues leading
to the churches present a spectacle at once of peculiar
animation and of calm.

All the passers-by seemed to be in

medi tstion; seemed to be conscious of the purpose that took
them to church, and v. ere already thinking ofwha t they were
13
On their way horne they still c.:.ppeared to be
about to hear.
in a meditative mood.

In a word, they had the air of taking

very seriously the m&tter that wae occupying them.
Metropolitan centers of the States, though showing many
wordly and debasing influences were characterized by a certain
10

Douai, Land und Leute. 126-128
11
I .id., 129

neue Welt. 144

piety which astonished the foreigner.

In describing

York, E& ron von ~-l~bner, wrote:
Seen from the river or from Jersey City at the
moment of disembarkation, ihis huge metropolis
unrolls itself before one in great masses of
red, grey or yellowish brick. One or two
steeoles at most rise ~bove the roofs, which in
the distance, seem all ofthe same heighth, and
to form one vast horizontal line stretching
towards the plain beyond. 1£urope&ns v:ho hEve
just landed for the first time, cannot help
v.ondering how these two or three c~mrches can
-possibly suffice for upwards of a million of
Christians. They are speedily undeceived for
it would be difficult to name a community in
which the genuine spirit of religion is more
c-::.bound ing. 14
there were only a few steeples to be seen; some were obby higher buildings, but in 1871, the date of von
visit, thE -majority o:t' churches and meeting places
built without steeples.
T;1ese little buildings, each consecrc:ted to a
different form of worship are but accessories
to the v.,hole. They are open only during their
respective services and these services are performed only on Sundays. But there they are, and
however poor they may be, they prove the existence
of & religion in the hearts of these rich people,
who had perhe.ps little or no time ·to think of
their souls when they were making their fortunes,
but now that they are millionaires, begin to believe that there is a future state. 15
Paron von

H~bner

is to be commended for giving credit to

Htltner, "Rsmble round the World." 246-7
Ibid. I 247

the millionaire.

Usually they do not fare so well.

This

traveler was perhaps misinformed when he said t:11:,t the churc£1
were open only on Sunday.
1n the evening.

Many ofthe churches had devotions

Perhaps the vis tor meant, rich in the

spiritual sense, when he said the churches,

11

however poor they

may be, prove the existence of s religion in the hearts of
these ri~h people."

Without a doubt the new 9hurches grew

with the wealth of the parishioners.

Many travelers have

remarked that the A~ericans were "not illiberal" in the suppo
of their churches.

It is unbelievable then that the parishi

ers after becoming millionaires still attended "these little
buildings. tt
services are shorter than the morning
(services) and the preacher speaks of other themes
than the biblical. Card playing, ds.ncing and
novel reading are often the subject of his talks.
A musical solo usually precedes the sermon. If
the church is not too crowded, it is pleasant.
The American preacher is known for his gift of
easy speech. He is not bashful in the use of common
sayings or slang. He is happy when hie audience
·
laughs aoplauds and at times cries. Strange
11
words 1\ or ttdoctrineelt are altered from the p 1 atform by these gentlemen, but they kno·w their
e;udi ence and are sure it will return the next
weekto pass its lonesome Sund&y with him. 16
Eveni~g

And so the church with its singing, laughing, crying and
worldly

thou~hts

can be considered another American amusement.

16
Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 28-29

Boston, one of the larger .American cities, had no less

233 churches in 1883.

Most of these churches were in the

residential section of the city.

The business section, owing

to tlle strict ·!_awe regc;rding Sundc.y observance, was almost
T ~is &gain was typical of New .u..ngland as it is
of t;1e city of London.

Certainly Poston stood in no lack of

churc':1es, &nd if one were simply to Judge by the number of
te•nples of worship, one would come to the conclusion

17

Poston was fifteen times more religious than Berlin. '
visitor pointed out this would be an error
inference as it was of fact.
The largest and most pretentious church in Poston of
eiFhties was the Romas Catholic Cathedral, built in Englis
Gothic style.

It covered an area greater than that of

St. Stephen's in Vienna and even than that of the Cathedral
llil!tnster.

Tl1e visitor we h.s.ve quoted de:.1ied, however, that

could compare in beauty with either of these European
churches.

Besides this Roman Catholics had twenty-nine other

cht1rches, and among these the

R~demptorist

Church of the

Boston Hip:hland and the Church of the Immaculate Conception

18

on Harrison Avenue were the most stately.
'iVhile thirty churches were dedicDted to use by Catholics,
Methodists claimed 32, Unitarians 30, Trinitarians 29,

17
18

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 228-9
Ibid.

Baptists 27, Episcopalians 23, Universalists 11, Unionists 9,
Jews 8, Lutherans 5.

Here are certc:inly enough "isms" and
19
there are many more in Boston than those mentioned here."
"The New Old South Church (a contradition in adjectives,

~hich

one must get used to in the Yankee land and Yankee

speech) is bnother of Boston's attractive churches.

It pre-

sents an unusual mixture of Gothic Byzantine and Romanesque
styles and who knows what else.

The American churches seem to

us so crude . and severe in structure.

Yet in making such

comments we must never forget that we CO(\le trom the 'pedandic
20

Old World' and grew up in its prejudice and outloolt.n
Sunday morning in the western city of Chicago presented a
slightly different view:
In Chicago, t~e streets are very busy, even on
Sunday morning. After a chicken breakfast we
visited two churches of the three hunared in
the city. One was a ~ethodist and the other a
P.aptist. Hymns were sung in these churches
follovdnG: the Germ.s.n melodies. 21
In 1892 a very critical observer remarked:
most beautiful churches in Chicago are perhaps
the Roman Catholic Cathedral at State and Superior
Streets and the Jesuit Church at May and 12th Streets.
These edifices 1;1re befitting the true religious
attitude of the Catholics. 22
T~e

19
20
21
22

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 230-231
I tid.

Ibid., 144
Ibid.

Almost every traveler felt that he didn't see America
until he saw Chicago and so every phase of life in Chicago has
&rnply described.
When Emil Deckert was in Chicago, observing the Community
religious life and notably the progress of the Catholic Church,
he recorded the existence of ten convents and wrote:

"It

anpears as if Chicago's ambition were to be another Rome at

23

~

Lake

~1ic hi a: an."

in Chicago.

Of c curse he meant the ambition of Ca tholice

Deckert continued:

11

It

(a~ tholi c

progress) shows

that Catholics are anxious to surpass Methodists, Episcopalians

24

Pe.ptists in America."

This critic was not a Catholic and

opinion is only quoted to indicate how the Church's growth
impressed foreign visitors.
At one point in the record of his travels through the
United States during 1897, Dr. Otto Zardetti, gives a very
interesting description ofwhat he thought Chicago's oldest
church--St. Mary's on Wabash Avenue--and its st.ory from
time in 1673 to 1833.

25

It is too lengthy to

be here repeated, and the worthy Doctor confusing a parish
with its parish home did not realize that the church occupied

The author remarked that he had no religion and was therefor
not biased.
25.

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 144
Dr. Otto Zardetti, Westlich oder Durch den fernen Westen
Nord Amerikas. Franz Kirchheim, Mainz, 1897. 209

66
.bY the old-time parish had originally been built to house a
group of Congregationalists.

At the time of his visit there

26

were three hundred churches in Chicago and eighty of them
served a Catholic membership that made up about a third of the
27
population.
28
America was co~~only considered a Protestant country. But
jealousies scarcely existed and a kindly feeling perall denominations, Roman Catholic ind uded, so that a
readieness to worktogether for common charitable aims was
by visitors.
guests from Germany.

Suca at lecst was the impression of passing
In the brief time of their visits they

could hardly penetrc...te below the surface and so the ever-presm
though latent anti-Catholic hostility prevalent among noncatholic Americans was perhaps hidden from their gaze.
Failing also to realize that if not the Catholic Church
at least Catholics, lay and clerical, in European countries
have national characteristics, visitors to the United States
were struck with that they called the "Americanism" of Americ
Catholics.

Thus they believed tiat the atmosphere of freedom

developed upon Arr.erican soil a Catholicism which was eminently
sympathetic, liberal e,nd inclined to live in harmony with other

26
Zardetti, Westlich oder Durch den fernen -Westen. 209
27
28

Ibid., 213
Joseph Klieber, Arnerika wie es ist. Joseph
M~nchen. 1877. 183-209

b.

Fensterlin,

6
religious bodies.

More striking perhaps was the patent fact

that the Catholic Church was the Church of the poorer folk.
"It has made more progress since the emancipation of the negro
than any other religi on. 11

29

Protestants had become so fearful

of the tremendous growth of Catholicism that they held Camp30

meeting and Revivals often than previously.

Yet by 1890

German visitors were rec:JrdL1g for the inform,, tion of' their
compatriots at home such statistics as these:
Roman Catholics ••...•••. : ••....••. 7,000,000
Methodists ••.•••••••..•••.••...•.. 5 I 000 I 000

31

Presbyterians ••••••••••••••••.••.• 1,280,000
Lutherans ••••••••••••••..•.•.•.••• 1,240,000
640,000
Disciples of Christ ••...•....•••••

32

Baptists .......................... . 4, 300,000

Episcopalians . ............... ,.... .

Congrega t i onali s t s •••..•••••••••••
United Brethren ••••.•••••••..•.•••
German Evangelical ................ .
Mormons ••••••••••••••••.. ; ...••.••
Jews • •••••••••••.••••..•...••• ·•.••

Friends ..... : .................... .
Chr1 at 1 ana ...........•............
Adventists •••••••••••.•.•••••••.••
Mennonites . ...................... .

550,000
520,000
225,000
190,.000
170,000
130,000
110,000
105,000
100,.000
90,000

3
The balance of the 120 American sects all had smaller following

Since we are treating social history from the German viewpoint it may not be out of place to mention the growth in
29

John H. Becker, Sociale und Pvlitische Zust~nde in den
Vereini~ten ~taaten von Nordamerika. Lampart, Augsburg, 1879

30

Ibid., 295
31

~rbach-Erbach,

Reisebriefe, 77-87

32

Ibid., 201-215
33

Oetkin, Die Landwirthschaft. 569
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numbers of German speaking Catholics as compared with Englishspeaking Cctholics.

Thus in 1877 there were 1,237,563 German

catholics in America.

Their religious wants were ministered to

by 1:373 GermEn priests, while they had 930 church edifices and
173 little congregations regularly visited by priests but as
yet without church buildings.

The total number of Catholic

priests at that date was 5297; so German priests comprised one34
fourth of the Catholic clergy in the United States.
Distinctive of localities where Germans congregated was
35
the Lutheran Oh:...trch, for all the German-speaking Protestant
36
churches the Evangelical-Lutheran was ti1e strongest.
Half the
nurnber of Lutherans in America d uri <lg the period we have
37
studied were German.
Because of the prominence and size of
the Lutheran group, a more detailed account of Lutheranism and
1 ts history in the United States may be in place.

Chiefly owing to the lack of' regularly ordained pastors,
coLparatively little effort was made during the first two
decades of the 18th century by German settlers to propagate
in the New World the Lutheran and Reformed faiths of the Father34
Girard, "German Element in the United States." 379
35

V. H. Neelmeyer, Die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika nach
Beogachtungen. F. Dunker, Leipzig, 1884. 402

~igenen

36
George von Bosse,
7

Ibid.

11

German Element in the United States." 449

land, one exception being the Lutheran congreg&tion at Falkner'
swamp, New York.

Unfortunate was the

co~1di

ti on of the cbildre

of these settlers, who thus grew up without any

r~ligious

in-

s tructi on, except such little as was lmparted to them at horne.
It must be remembered that the German population was scattered
over a wide stretch of primitive country without either schools
or churches where German was taught.
tegin:1ings in two localities:

Lutheranism had small

New York and Pennsylvania.

Late

scattered settlements along the Atlantic coast extended as
far south as Georgia.
Since German immigration was largely directed to
Pennsylvania, thif state has ever recorded the
strongest growth of Lutheran churches. In the
beginning of the 19th century the stream of
immigration, crossing the mountains, flowed toward
the West, and resulted in strong Lutheran settlements, especially in Indiana and Ohio, where the
descendents of Eastern Lutherans (New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia) estc.,blished themselves. 38
Thus in the course of time a strong Lutheran Church spread out
over the United States.
39
that Lutherans ranked fifth in the
It h&s been shown
number of religious aaherents in the year 1890.

Figures yield

an unsatisfactory and inadequate exhibit of a church's strengt
Numbers are no proper expression of moral and spiritual forces.
38

39

History of the Lutheran Church in .America, by Dr. J. L. Neve
German Literary Pc~"blication, Burlington, Va. 1916.
The same au thor who v. rote 11 Charakterz\lge des Ameri kansichen
Volkes.u
Page 67.
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statistics may include clergy, communicants and congregations
th&.t weaken rather than strengthen a church.
may count for 1n'1re t\1an multi tudes

One earnest soul

who have the form but not

the power of godliness.
At times, however, Lutheran congregations enjoyed the
strongest leaders the Church has ever known in this country.
Among such outstanding figures m::y be notes, the patriarch of
the Lutheran Churcll in .r1merica, Henry Melchia Muhlenberg, who
supplied Trinity Church, New York City, and preached in the
Germc:m, Dutch and English 1angu1:2.ges; his won Frederick A. C.
:Jluhlenberg, who became the pastor of the Old Swamp Church,
and later the first speaker of the National House of Representatives; Dr. John Christopher Kunze, who was a scholar, a
writer and an administrctor of distinction and professor of
Oriental languages at Columbia University.

These helped to

make New York City and its environs, the strongest Lutheran
center in the New World.

Every Sunde:w the gospel was preached

in the Enrdish, German, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Esthonian,
Li thut:onian, Lettish, Finnish, Y•iddish, Slovak, Itali&n and

'<

2panish languages.

Occasionally as well there were services

40

in the Bohemian language.
An exalted and spiritual feature of Lutheran strength
was the instructi-on ofthe young.

40

This church was the only

Neelmeyer, Die Vereinigten Staaten. 402-423
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Protestant communion that had retained the Catechism as an indispensable feature of religious training

~nd

was also the only

one that had to any extent retained in her hands general eduAt the close of 1890 the Lutheran Sect has 21 Theo-

c&tion.
logic~l

Seminaries, 20 colleges and many institutions of

primary learning.

To this were yet to be added her publishing

houses which issued a great mass of literature edited in
several languages.
least 131.

The total number of periodicals was at

Of these 42 were English

~nd

53 were German.
41

Lutheranism and Americanism did not conflict.

Very few Germans belonged to the Shakers or Tremblers.

It

was interesting to the Germ&n traveler to hesr the song which
usually opened the religio.ls exercises of the Shakers.
Griesinger translated a part of the song and it is as follows:
11

I love to sing; I love to pray,
I love to praise my maker.
I love the glorious Sabbath day~
I love to be a Shaker. 42

~nether

sect which interested the traveler as well as the

native American during this period was the Mormon.
or lack of them, struck all German visitors and

Its ideals,

~hey

gave that

church a disproportionate treatment in their books.

41

42

Bosse,

11

German l!:lement in the United States • 11

448-459

~rieslnger, Land und Leute. 592
Karl Knortz, A~s ~er transatlantischen Gesellschaft. Bernard
5chl1cke. Leipzig, 1882. 137
.
listory of the ~mcric.n Sect of Tremblers, Ibid., 98-127
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~viore

from externe;l than from internal causes, Mormonism

was already tottering when Baron von

H~bner

reached Salt Lake.

City on June 4, 1871, but he was able to note its most
characteristic feEtLlres on the spot, and a more interesting
subject for philosophic speculation WQuld be difficult to
C:.tSSign.
Erighc:rn Young's reconnoitering ,iourney to the Valley of
Se: ~ t Lake wc..s undertaken in the spring of

1847.

The place was

then unknown, except to hunters and trappers who described it
as an arid desert, hemmed in by rocks; the water brackish
and unfit for drink, and the vegetation confined to wild sage
s nd sunflowers devoured ty locusts almost before they could

spring up.

An old trapper offered to give a thousand dollars

for every head of corn raised in the valley.

Emigratian was

nevertheless resolved upon by the Mormons and:
They started in the depth of winter ( from :~auvoo,
Illinois) in(: multitude of caravans, men, women
and children in wagons:, on Tni.lles, in wheel-b&..rrows,
on foot, ~nd the distance was upwards of 1500 miles,
and that through a country Dlmos+, entirely deprived
of all resources. M.isery, privi:itions e:md mortality
cruelly tried them without subdueing their courage,
perseverance and fertility in e]!p edients of the
Prophet, or ~. he resign~- t ion, pc:tience end blind fi:i i th
of his followers. 43
E&.ron von Hllbner, came lbter into the field, and taught
sceptic lAm ty experience, lifting a corner of the ve 11 and to a
43

H~bner, "Ramble round the World." 254
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great extent disillusio1nng us, although fully admitting, as he
did, that marvellous influences hsd been at

w~rk,

marvellous

effects produced, and t hat the grand director, the worker of e::l
these wonders, was Brigham Young.
The chief point of the B.sron's theory, on the remarkable
gr:::l\~.'th

of

~lormonism,

was that what led the immense majority of

th8 converts was not f&i th, but material inducements urged by
F righ.sm Young's recruiting sergeants.
Relying

~n

the unanimous testLnony of the best informed

perso1s on the grounds, Bs.ron von HB.bner, st,.ted that these
mission6ries never attempted to preach to the rich or even t6
those who were tolerably well off or moderately educated.

The

wc:.nts of the emigrants were provided fc:r, tilllthey were able
to provice for themselves.

They were at once allotted land to

cultivate or build upon, and supplied with t:;ols &nd materials.
But they were held accountable for the price or value to the
com 1:uni ty, i. e. to the Prophet end duly inscribed on the
debtor's side of the books.

Any recalcitrant or troublesome

me11ber was pu.t out of the pale of the law, and his goods were
co:1fi seat :::d.
Synonymous almost with the term Mormonism, at least in
foreign minds, was polygamy.

Von H~bner learned that while

Mormon men might marry often, it was distinctly understood
that no one was to marry more wives thLn he could maintain,
and no one was to marry at all without the license from
Brigham Young.
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The higher a man advanced in the ranks of hierarchy the more his duly compells him to use the
privilege of plurality. Brigham Young at this
moment possessed 16 wives, without counting 16
others who are what is called sealed. Some of
these latter live with him in a conjugal fashion,
but the preater part are treated as widows or
old maids, v\·ho by this means, hope to become in
the future state, what they are not here below-the real wives of the Prophet. 44

A sealed wife w&s a spiritual wife; she was not married in the
flesh; snd she might be sealed to two husbands, one for this
world and the other for the next.
Despite the practice of polygamy, travelers agreed that
the

relation~

of the sexes were far from standing on a loose

e>r imrnodest footing amonp.;st the Mormoni tes.
Speaking publicly before a group of Mormons and in the
presence of Brit;:r:ham Young himself 1 Paron von

H~bner,

after

recognizing the claims to distinction of one "who made his
will a law to

:~1is

disciples and taught them hov; to transform

a desert into a garden,"

referred to the Mormoni te practice

of polygamy, and declared the general opinion of

~urope

to be,

that it was a shame to woman and a disgrace to the United
S ta tea:

Here the audience gave an ominous growl of dissent.
The President started; but contained himself. After
a few moments of silence, he said, speaking in a· low

44
It must be remembered that B &ron von Htibner was just a
traveler and that his information is based almost·
entirely on hear-say evidence.

voice and with a slightly disdainful smile:
"Prejudice, preju,dice, prejudice. We have the
greatest of all examples--the ex&mples of the
patriarchs. What was pleasing to God intheir day,
why should it be proscribed now?" He then went
into a long explanation of a theory which was new
to me, regretting that men did not imitate the
animals, and treating the subject of the relations of
the sexes in so confused and at the same time so ambiguous a manner that it was next to impossible to
understand his me&ning, but he E.rri ved finally at the
conclusion that polygamy was the only effectual
remedy for the great social evil of prostitution.
Then he interrupted himself by exclaiming, "as for
the rest, v·hat I do, and ·:hat I teach, I do and teach
by the special command of God." When I got up to
take my leave, he took my hand, drew me towards him
and murmured, closing his eyes, "Blessing, Blessing,
Luck!" 45
Religion and education are v.elded together.

.Vhile the

1

Church in her interior life and in the execution of her
mission, gave proof of her vitality and of her ability of
teachin.;~

mc:~nkind,

she c.s.me in contact with influences and

practices of' tl1e v:orld in general.

She then realized that

1 t was necescary to teach the youth of the world,

and had

for her purpose the spread of religious truth along with
.secular knowledge among all classes.

An

ed~cation

which

united the intellectual, moral Bnd religious elements was considered a safeguard to the home, family and to the nation.

- 45

H\!tbner, "Ramble round the World. 11
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CHAPTi.R IV
EDUCATION

The function of education is to prepare the individual
for complete living.

As long as men have different endowments

and tastes there will be different grades of education for
different classes.
~idespread

School education has not always been as

as it is now.

In the beginning of the United

states a:1d even up through the Civil War period, the mass of
the people enjoyed very meager school opp ortuni ties.

Since

then there has been a pronounced revival of American interest
in sch0ols, and the added influence of new ideas from Europe,
together V.'i th the restoration and expansion program of the
States have left marked improvements in the methods of school
instruction.
Educational facilities throu(7hout the United States were
not and could not be uniform in quality and standards, because
in the United States one section differs so widely from another
and because even v: i thin a single eta te marked dies imilari ties
are not seldom to be found. . Yet the absence of a n&.tional
st&ndard, qualitative re:.ther than quantitative, does not indic&te a national indifference to the need of education.
the contrary is the fact.

Quite

Indeed foreign visitors, before the

end of the last century, were sometimes nettled by persistent
and (more rarely) offensive questions on the subject of
educ& tion.

8
Very often such offensive
a.

It required a great deal of patience to a.nswer

the same question a.bout

t~enty

who vi sted our country in 1887.
1

as these were put to

"Have you, in your country, schools as good

GermE.n visitor:

as we have? 11

questi~ns

times, complains Charlotte Niese
11

We explained the

de ur.rhter school 1 and (seminars 1 to them."

ful" said the American,

11

11

1

gymnasium 1 ,

That 1 s a.ll wonder-

but the system of our pi.lblic schools

is n::>t known in Germany, and it is the only one of its kind."
Adolf Douai, the German teacher who founded the first
kindergarten in Boston during the Civil War, was convinced
that the Americans did more for schools and other institutions
1

of learning than any other country.

They had more schools and

teachers, in proportion to the population, than any other
n&tion in the world.

Public schools were free to every child.

They even furnished the necessary books gratis.

Private

schools, however, charged higher sums for tuition than did
2
~uropean

schools.

The distinguishing feature of the public

school system was that it was cheap and comprehensive.
was no excuse for even the poorest in America being an
illiterate.
1

Douai, Land und Leute. 42
2

Ibid.

There
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A laborer who earned $700.00 a year did not consider
himself a spendthrift, Douai reported, if he spent $200.00
of it for his educstion and the education of his children.
This attitude prevailed throughout the nation except in the
slave states where only the children of the aristocracy or of
3

.

the Master received an education.
11

"Therefore" declared Douai,

the generc..l education of the masses in America is higher than

in most countries, but only equal to that of Germany, where
religioJ.s education is more in honor than in America.

As the

hmerican people are known to be anxious for wealth so, too, are
I

.

they anxious to

ob~ain

an educ&tion, and they think they are

at the apex_ of knowledge and understandih,o; when they have

'

4

hardly begun the race."
One very important conclusion of this observer was that
"t:1e unsound and superficial educa ti :m whi9h one receives in

.Americc:. will confirm in no small degree the unstable and
frivolous

c~aracter

of the Nation."

5

He thus praised our

school system, but later, this praise notwithstanding, he
stated that it added to our frivolous

ct~racter.

Perhaps his

favor;_,ble opinion of our public schools was based onthe fact
the:.t they charged no tuition and not on the

3

e.Xc~llence

of their

Douai, Land und Leute. 42-3; The southetnconditions changed
4 I bid. I after the Civil War.
43
5
Ibid. I 43-44
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teaching.

He adduced no proof that our education system was

unsound and superficial at the time of his writing, (and his
judgment is a curious inference from unrelated premises). Douai
WLS

of the opinion that:
The injurious effect of the superficial education
will increase with the speed that is prevalent in
6
every undertaking especially civilizing new territory.

This seems to be a hasty conclusion and a rather peculiar inference to draw from the premises of American ambition, the
spirit of American adventure and the occupation by Americans
of a large share in a whole continent.

Yet such critics also

thought it impossible that in a period of ten years an entire
wilderness could vanish, two or three new 6 tates could be
formed, a dozen large and hundreds of small cities could be
7
built, and hundreds of thousand new farms could be tilled.
"While the American school system dif'fuses lcnowledge it
f&ils to achieve depth of lee.rn1ng. 11 was the opinion of a
certain well known Dr. Ludwig Richard Klemm, who had taught at
D~sseldorf,

Germany.

Coming to America in 1866 he accepted

an a;>9ointment first in Indian&polis and later in the Detroit
school system, later (in 1870) .headinp; the Germe.n department
of Central High School, Cleveland.

"One must not infer from

that, ·that eve·rything is supervicially stu,5ied, but on the
contrary what is better and more necessary for the furtherance
6

Douai, Land und Leute. 44

7
Ibid.
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8
of practic&l life, is more diligently studied."
the level

~r

In

~merica

average educ&tion is higher than in Germany.

give schools the entire credit for

t~is,

To

however, is not ex-

pected "because the peculiar living conditions h&ve contribute "
Eoth of these combined have had great influence in the raising
9

of this American standard of educe,tion.
Of all the educational systems in America, the public
school system was unique.

By the end of the 80's it had had

a brilliant if brief history.

As it existed at that time it

had enjoyed a. life of less than half a century and did not
extend back in the coloni&l period as is often asserted.
However,

.

si~ce

the 40's, in this land of freedom and equality,

everyone rich or poor could sit on the same bench and learn
the same problems.

Opportunities ware there for everyone.

They did not discriminate.

Whatever was good enough for the

child of the miLlionaire was sufficient for the son of the
10
po~rest.
So it was in theory. but what was the practice?
'I'rue" the children of the wealthy were permitted to attend the
8

Dr. Ludwig Richard Klemm, 11 Das Schulwesen in den Vereinigten
Staaten" published in "Amerika 11 , Berlin, 1885. 80-81
1867 - Ludwig ~cker, Amerikanische reise-skizzen aus dem
gebiete der technik landwirthschaft und des socialen
Leben. Friedrich Vieweg, Braunschweig. 20-22
1876 - Ratzel, Bilder aus Nord Amerika. Chap 6
1883 - Dr. Rudolf Her~an Meyer, Ursachen der Amerikanischen
Ooncurrenz. Eraebnizze einer Studienreise. Berlin 648,

9
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10
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public schools, but they were usually found in private ones.
By 1865, the "school house had become an emblem of
;,merican life. 11

A

federal law provided that a certain section

of every township should be school land.

State legislatures

often gave land to public schools, donated money and what was
more important provided local taxation for their support.

By

the close of the Civil War the policy of supporting elementary
schools by local taxation had passed the experimental state,
and had become an established fact.

Thus the growth.of the

common school system and the development of American democracy
went hand in hand.

Democracy strove through the public schools

to equalize opportunity; ita very existence depended on free
education.
Charlotte Niese, whose uncritical, if interesting, opinion
have been noted before, wnote copiously and provocatively about
American education.

Sometimes her statements are amazing, as

for instance, her convictions about private schools.
Regardless of the praises of the oustand1ng
features of the public schools, America is
the land of private schools.
Her proof is that "there is no city or ordinary size in the
United States where at least one or more private schools is
11
seen."
She wasn't clear, nor did she give an example of
a "city of ordinary size."

"Many fl'ivate teachers of all

11
Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 103

nationalities seek a livelihood in that employment.

In New

York there are eo many private schools and private teachers
that their number is. ineetimable. 11

We wonder if Miss Niese

really tried to obtain statistics.

11

1'he public school is not

good enough tor the child or a rich American..
able to say that his

off'~pring

He wants to be

has learned everything and knows

12

everything."

She really infers that private schools not only

taught everything but that the student really learned and knew
everything.

In conclusion Miss Niese gives us a picture which

she evidently had seen with her own eyes.
Let us glance gack to the public school, where the
elementary school was downstairs and the high school
was upstairs. It was Friday, the last day of' the school
week, according to the American custom. All the rooms
were quiet. A bell rang and all the children rose
quickly. Two by two, slowly and orderly, they marked
-to the assembly. Here a song was sung by all the
children. A snappy march was played on the old piano.
Slowly, orderly, without an uproar, hundreds of
children left the school building to the beat of the
music. There was no pushing, shoving, no vareless
crowding. The same system was observed throughout
the entire week. 13
Only at the door did jubilant shouting indicate that the strict
discipline was relaxed.

"we can honestly assure the hospitable

teachers that we have never seen such well-trained children in
Germany."

It is difficult to understand whether the conduct or

2

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 103

3
4

Ibid., 114
Ibid.
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well-trained children in Germany was meant or the well-trained
of the children in America.
As has been pointed out, the time element and the location
the school, play an important part with schools and educatio
1n

America.

All schools do not obtain the same result.

Englander sought spiritual and moral education.

The

This seek-

ing was characteristic of him and the New Englander could there
by be distinguished from other Americans.

15

Not that his educa-

higher because he was educated in that section the
country, but because religion was an essential part of hie education.

Sound moral instruction is impossible apart from

religious educst1on.

In the New England states a girl went to

school longer than a boy, usually until seventeen or nineteen
years of age.

16

age.

A boy was generally learning a trade at that

These New England States were known for their educati

al institutions and they supplied almost all the needs of other
states--teachers and principals.
the finest institutions in the

17

Massachusetts had some or

oountry,·~ot

only tor preparing

prospective teachers, but r·or the education or children, blind,
deaf, dumb and backward children not excepted.

Massachusetts

educational institutions could compete with any in Europe.
its example ft encouraged other states to develop similar

15
16
17

Doua1, Land und Leute. 44
Ibid., 148
Ibid., 126
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schools.

18

This same state was also among the first to organize

debating clubs where young men of the town met and discussed
leading questions, an. experience in exp:r:essing one's thoughts
and in thinking on one's feet that is eo helpful in practical
19
life.
Boston of the 80's and 90's impressed Germanvisitors as
possessing greater
can city.

educ~tional

facilities than any other Ameri-

It boasted of the first American kindergarten.of
20

inspiration.

Another consPicuous institution was the

(then) new English High and Latin school, a sort of German
"real gymnasium".

The Chauncey H&ll School; a High School tor

girls and the New England Conservatory of Music were still
others.

Deckert estimated the English High· and Latin School to

be the largest and best equipped school building in the new
world.

Perhaps one reason for his favor::.ble judgue nt was its
21
construction on professedly German lines.
To say that this

was the largest and best equipped school in America, for dispensing culture to its growing generation, was saying something
to this display-loving country.

The Conservatory of Music,

18
19
20

21

Douai, Land und Leute, 126-127
Ibid., 128
Ibid., 127. It has been noted above that Adolf Douai, the
author quoted organized the first kindergarten in America at
Boston.
Deckert, Die neue Welt. 225-6
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with its more than a hundred teachers, was also a gigantic
building, a former hotel, that could not rent as such.

Of this

too, Deckert, without hestitation, wrote and affirmed that it
22
the first institution or its kind in America.
No feature of American education inspired the traveler wit
wide-eyed amazement than the multiplicity of Colleges and
Universities.

In the one State of Ohio alone, it was asserted
23
there were thirty-two ineti tuti one. granting degrees.
"We can

hardly be wrong in inferring", said the stranger, "that the
degrees granted by some of these inetitnt!loas cannot beworth
very much.

It is quite certain that some of

the~re

at quite

a variation from the acknowledge seats of learning like Harvard
And perhaps we might infer that it would be a gain
some of these degree-giving bodies were abolished or'merged
others."
The systems of the two most famous colleges differed a
great deal.

Yale, the younger institution of the two, boasted

specially of standing fast in the old parths, and of chalking
out definite roads tor both teachers and learners.

The pride o

Harvard was to give its students the widest freedom in the
choice of subjects and its professors the widest freedom in the
way of dealing with them.

~he

curriculum of instruction at

22
23

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 225-6

1881

garvard was said to bemuch the same as at Oxford.

(Although

Oxford may have refused to accept the comparison.)

There

also a separate school attached to the University called
the Lawrence Scientific School for the more special pursuit of
mixed mathematics and the applied sciences, for instruction in
chesmistry, natural history, philosophy and engineering, though
these subjects at

east in survey courses were to a certain
24
extent embraced in the general University curriculum.
The
1

New Haven College, subsequently Yale, had a foundation quite
independent of Harvard due mainly to the distance ot Connecticu
points from Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Only as a secondary and

merely contributory extent did' the question of heterodoxy at
Harvard exert an influence on Yale and that mainly in promoting
Y_ale's growth after it was founded.
One obvious and repugnant feature of American academic
life was the spirit of rivalty between various colleges.
M~nsterberg,

Hugo

who was a member of the Harvard faculty and an

authority on both American and German education wrote:
In America, the university work 1s mostly a continuation of the college work, without any essential
qualitative difference. The post-graduate work is
more difficult than the under-graduate work. The
teachers are expected to know more, the subjects are
.,
·,.;

4

w'

':

·~}

·-

Juergen Ludwig Neve, Charakterz~ge des Amerikanischen Volkes.
H. G. Wallman, Leipzig. l902. 67-71
Deckert, Die neue Welt. 223-5; 234-241
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more advanced and specialized; but all the changes
are of quantitative character, and there is nothing
new in principle. The university is a more difficult
college,--a college which presupposes a greater amount
of information, and where the beet informed teachers
of the country are teaching; but it~ spirit is one tbe
whole the college spirit; merely on_a more elaborate
scale of instruction. 25
One traveler in 1897 reported that there were 472
the United

~tates,

colleg~s

26
not counting those exclusively for women;

.Another states "or the 336 colleges in the United States in
27
1900, only ll were exclusively for women."
:Many German
travelers visited the two great women colleges of Vassar and
fellesley, rival imtitutions, eo said their enthusiastic
scholars, and the female counterparts of Harvard and Y_ale.
Wellesley boasted that it carried out its principles and rigidl
shut out the ruder sex from its rule and teaching.

One thing

at least was plain, as a German critic phrased it, "both
colleges are set down in most pleasant and healthy spots, with
every opportunity present of training the body as well as the
28
mind."
These women colleges, as well as all others, sent representatives of every nationality into the teaching profession in

25
26

Hugo M&nsterberg, American Traits from a view oint of a
German. Houghton Mi.fflin &: o., Boston, l 01.
Alexander Francis, Americans--An Impression. Appleton,
New York, 1909. 160

27
~~

Neve, Charakterz&se. 71

the United States.

Larger institutions had many foreign

teachers on their faculty.

As early as 1869 German-

teachers formed an organization to discuss mutual need •
the 13th Annual meeting of this association, held at Buffalo
1882, these statistics were published.
In the 35 states there were 877 German-Amen can
schools, 4031 teachers and 291,842 pupils.
Public schools,
Church schools,
Private schools,

1011 teachers, 110,414 pupils,
2870 teachers, 174,133 pupils,
150 teachers,
7,295 pupils. 29

reported that there were however 600,000 children of schoo
age in the United States of German heritage, and that less
30
were attending schools in which German was taught.
Ther
some schools, according to Charlotte Niese, where the teaching of German in the schools was forbidden, although two31
thirds of the school children were of German descent.
Englis
was the langua-re of the United States and this traveler had
little cause to complain that all of our schools did not teach
academic branches in a foreign language.
Considered as the development of the character, education
bears an intimate relation to the work of' the 6hurch, the home,
those institutions which exert a civilizing and refining

29
30
31
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influence on life.

Home education within the family circle is

effective in the opinion of some students of educatio
than mere school learning, and this with adults as well as with
children.

In a home where parents surround children with the

material means of inspiration and cultune, good books, choice
pictures,

upl1~ting

music; the children, other influences being

equal, will assuredly be better educated.
Of these means or culture perhaps the greatest, or at
least the most widely diffuzed, is
and magazines.

t~

use of books, newspapers

or these gain, books always have been the most

influential, since books have existed and have served as a
education even before the i nyention of printing.
Nevertheless, magazines ana newspapers are not to be slighted
since they give currency to contemporary thought and contemporary thought oftentimes results in activity of prime historical importance.
Claus Harms wrote in his book "'-'he Gromen", "Who doesn't
read, doesn't live.

He is not in this world and if he will

ever get to heaven in another question."

32

This , of course, is

an exaggerated Judgment which few will accept without wide
qualification.

But if his opinion were true, Americans could

count with certainty on a high place in heaven.

They read as

2

Quoted in Asmussen, Ein Beeuch bei Uncle Sam. 70

~l

diligently between their four walls as they did in trains and
street cars, in the lobbies of hotels,
all places where lusiness parmi tted.

on park benches and in

33

By establishing numerous libraries, cities and states have
helped the American to read.

Boston had two large ones, one

with 700,000 volumes and the other with 150,000, for the use of
every resident or visitor and free from all charges.

34

The

principal weakness from which the public library at Boston
suffered, at the time Deckert visited that city, was lack of
room.

However, a new building was then in process of construe-

tion.

Like other institutions in America, the State Library

of Boston grew so surprisingly fast, that the old house on the
Common became almost too small to house the rapidly mounting
35
collection.
In 1891 this library possessed almost as many
columes as the Congressional library at Washington.

Many a

German librarian, as German students of American life observed,
prided himself on musty books that were seldom used.

Mr.

Chamberlain, the librarian of the Boston library, considered
that the collection under hie charge should, before all else,
contain every modern work, from which, so to speak, the utmost

33
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of human research could be secured.

36

Those who visited the Athenaeum Library, which with its
150,000 volumes, was the second in size at Boston, seemed to be
of a higher class intellectually than those who visited the
public library.

This library was the property of the Athanaeum

Club and was managed as institutions founded on shares.

Only

when one had the permission of a club-member or share-holder,
had.one the right to enter this aristocratic building and take
out what one wished.

37

The two large libraries in Philadelphia, at that time,
were the Mercantile and the Philadelphia Library, could not be
. compared with similar institutions in New York or Boston.

The

first was at one time a market. hall; a wide well-lighted room
which impressed one moat favorably until one saw that readers
could roam around the book-oases, take whatever book he wished
and later return it.

One could, however, never find the book

wanted because eo many were misplaced by the previous reader.
There was a great deal of light reading materials tt:e re, but it
was difficult to find just what one was looking for, so the

3
"Help Yourself" method was not as practical as one would think.
The Philadelphia Library possessed a collection of higher grade
and more learned books.

Friedrich Ratzel asked for two certain

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 226-7
Ibid.
Ratzel

Bilder aus Nord Amerika. 200
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books and received the*m

im,~diately

without his trying to lo-

39

Also in Philadelphia there was a German library
40
containing about ten thousand volumes.
cate them.

The Chicc:cgo Public Library had perhaps more volumes than
any other library in the west.
much German literature.

It had many German books and

Visitors have been surprised at the

throng of people who spent their free time in its beautiful

41

rooms.

Although Emil Deckert said:

Most of the readers wore dirty shirts and didn't
think it necessary to remove their hats. 42
it can be asserted that this library was used by every class
even by laborers, as his description implies.
No city in the United Sta te·s had to be of metropolitan
proportions to possess a fairly adequate library for even many
little townships boasted a lib~ary sufficient to take care of
43
their needs.
There were hundreds of such libraries in the
44
New England States alone, totaling several million volumes.

39
40
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4
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Freedom seemed to reign in America.

At least the schools

were called free, the libraries were called free and even the
press was a free press.

Free schools and free libraries meant

_that no direct charge was made on students or readers for the
use of either schools or libraries.
were really not free.

Of course such advantages

For they were supported out of taxation

bY the governing body that controlled the school or library,
and many a user oft he facilities eo freely enjoyed, paid in
reality, though indirectly, as a tax-payer.

The term "free

press" meant the free expression of ideas without interference
by those who were of a contrary opinion.

The "American Press''

according to Theodor Barth, had a very low reputation in
Germany.

It was too sensational, scandalous and superficial

tor the Germans.

45

This may appear to be a harsh judgment but

evidently it was one to which Barth did not give unqualified
assent since we find him a little later praising the responsive
ness to public opinion of American journalism and writing.
It is irreproachable in matters concerning public
and private affairs. It publishes what is interesting to all. It is a free press. It is as important in the life of an American as the school,
hotel, bank, church and the livery stable. 46
Early in the morning the newsboys screamed the first editi n

45
46

Barth, Amerikanischee Wirthschaftsleben. 12
Ibid.
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of their paper.

At railroad stations and at many business

intersections papers were sold.

Business was good.

On the way

from homes to offices politicians and merchants studied their
papers.

Young girls looked hurriedly over the style advertise-

ments and perhaps searched for ugly details of the scandals
and disagreements of life in high society.

Older women studied

the illustrbtions and pored over the latest scandal.
was read by some one or another.
noticed.

Ever{~ne

Everythi

Fellow passengers were not

had in front of him, nothing but a wall of

printed paper.
In 1860 there were about 2500 newspapers printed in the
Union, with an annual circulation of about five hundred
48
million.
The press of the South did not compare with the
49

North.

By 1873, for instance, Philadelphia had about ten

daily newspapers printed in English, two of which had a circulation of 85,000; 3 between 20,000 and 23,000; 5 over 10,000.
The "Saturday

N~ght",

a weekly paper, of rather low and lurid

character, had a circulation of about 200,000.

At the same

time there were four German dailies in Philadelphia and in
the foreign language field of American journalism, 614 newspapers were printed in German, 49 in Scandinavian languages and
47
48

Asmussen, Ein Besuch bei Uncle Sam 78-71
Douai, Land und Leute. 234

49

Ibid., 321. Travelers neglected detailed reports about the
press in the South.
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41 in French.

50

All of these papers published practically the

same news but edited differently so that one who read them all

51

even, was not bored.
Most of the daily papers sold for two cents.

Cheap enough

these seemed to visitors from abroad and easily within the rea
of the educated, but not as cheap as the one-cent papers which
th~

lees cultured devoured.

Similar to the "Cologne paper

with from four to siz pages, eight columns to a side, half of
which was advertisingtt was the "Public Ledgern, the most
popular twe-cent paper in Philadelphia at that time.

52

Publish

ed daily except Sunday, the Ledger was one of the most influential papers of the East and exercised a powerful influence
in moulding public opinion.
Despite what appeared to the foreigner, newspaper reading
eo voracious as to lack all sense of discrimination, Americans
were not satisfied with just any newspaper.

There were no

small local papers, all aimsed to be big and all tried to

50

51

Udo Brachvogel, "Die Deutsche Presse in den Vereinigten
Staaten" article in Armin Tenner's Amerika. 165-166; 166-183
Ratzel, Bilder aus Nord Amerika. 220

52
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choose startlinE names.

53

In 1891 there were 550 papers well

"Newstt of which 39 were published in the state of New
38 in Illinois and 34 in Ohio.

The others were scattered
54

among the other states and territories.
The field of American magazine literature was not so
thoroughly inspected nor so f:tequently remarked by German
visitors as was that of the newspapers.
that magazines

55

Yet travelers remarked

in the United States, as well as newspapers,

•ere numerous and of great variety.

As a rule they promoted

nat 1onal unity and opposed every stratigem of sectionalism.
And in their pages the worthy achievements of man and government found generous record.

53

54
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After the "News" came the "Times" of which there were 489.
Other names were "Journal" 415; ••nemocrat•• 406; "Gazette"
297; "ReJ.>ubl1can" 272; "Enterprise" 198; "Independent" 180;
"Tribune 180; "Record" 179; "Courier" 177• ttsentinel" 173;
ttPresse" German and English 149; "Register" 137& "Chronicle"
128; "Reporter" 126; "star" 119; "Review" 117; Sun" 108;
"Leader" 107; "Advertiser" 99; "Arguan 98; "Standardtt 90;
"Free Press" 89; "Posttt 83; "Bulletin" 74; ''lixpress" 62;
"Banner" 71; "Observertt ?O; .,Union" 63; "Citizen" 61;
.. Messenger" 59; "Eagle" 54. Names of the papers did not
mean much. Those with the name of'!Democrat" or "Republican"
are
not and were not necessarily that. Neither were all the
1
' lndependenws"
such.
Hesae-Wartegg, Tausend und ein Tag in Occident. 113
Pachmayr, Leben und Treiben. 23-24
Offenbach in America, Chap 14, 132-140
Neelmeyer, ~ Vereinisten Staaten, 299-307
Deckert, Die neue Welt. 165
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CHAPTER V

MANNERS AND MORALS
The term "manners" has at least two meanings:
personal conduct:

a way of

deportment or behaviour in society; and a

way of doing things:

habit, usual practice or characteristics.

Much has been written and more said about American manners, or
rather the lack of manners.

And German like British or French

visitors to the shores of the United States were not slow to
notice and comment unfavorably upon American peculiarities of
personal behaviour.
nmong Europeans, Americans were famous for their craft and
smartness though in such qualities they were probably only more
successful than the peoples of whom their critics were fellows.
This was more the case in what they hid than in wl.1at they
showed.

Gloomy and reserved features would create suspicion;

so such tactics were taboo.

Americans, the same writer asserte

act easily with humor, but when the chosen opportunity arrives
1

they grasp and hold.
in grand style.

Without doubt Americans do great things

Twenty times a day, one hesitates whether to

admire or abuse them, whether to imitate them or to inveigh
against them.

Their country is characterized by an element of

1

Dernburg, Aus der Weiseen Stadt. 195
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9
roughness.

A mad intoxication of speculation, an irrepressable

elasticity elevates them again and again after every downfall.
Whoever fails here is not lost forever.

"Go ahead and try

again" is called to him from all sides.

Such encouragement and

inspiration to those temporarily depressed by failure indicates
2

that in America ttfriendsh1p" is not an empty word.

When one

considers the German character, regiments, drilled, exposed to
an age-old culture of Europe and contrasts it with the American
individualistic, loose and stamped with all the virtues and all
the vices of the frontier,

one can readily understand that

German visitors were often unfavorably impressed.

One German

writer, after criticizing the low manners of Americans, went so
far as to write:
I wish everybody in America had to serve three years
in the German army to learn orderliness and better
manners. 3
Thus, the general concensus of German, as also of British
and F'rench, opinion was that Americans were rude.

Similarly,

P aul Lindau, in his nOld and New from the New World" selects
some specific counts against good manners.
I shall just give a few examples of their impolite
form. The 1~merioan does not stand up from hie
chair when a stranger comes into hie office. He
does not remove the cigar from hie mouth or take
2

Dernburg, Aus der Weieeen Stadt. 195
3

Asmus, Amerikaniechee

Skizzenb~chelche.
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off his hat, but just calls you by a wave of his
hand, and fails to invite you to be seated. It
never enters his mind to excuse himself if on a
hot day he receives you in his shirt sleeves. 4

It may be that Lindau met so many instances of discourtesy such
as he here describes that he felt. justified in arguing from his
experiences to the existence of a national habit.

The native-

born American, However, would merely reply that he had been
singularly unfortunate in his experiences.
Lindau

.
must

For that matter eve

on occasions have met v.i th kindness since he wrote:

The c:imericans really see to it that strangers
view everything of importance and beauty in
their cities. 5
Other criticisms assail American characteristics against which
Charles Dickens in his nAmerican Notes" hurled such devastating
scorn.

One such German critic remarked that in public places

many an American had his

in almost impossible elevation;
6
that he swallowed his words and spoke through his nose.
Most
~gs

men chewed tobacco, a habit which necessitated the high and
large spittoons in bar rooms, on trains and in public buildings
4

5
6

Lindau, Altes und Neues. 108-109
Ibid., 109
Bodenstedt does not state whether or not he noticed a
difference in the nasal quality of the voices of the
southerns and northerners.
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••one can see a gentleman, sitting very comfortably nearby, aiming at tne spittoon vith.;a sense of true aim, but at tirres
without success.

7
This show is continuous, with few interruptio e

this recalls to my mind 11 continued the critic we are quoting,
"other peculiarities:

the constant whistling of young men

wherever they are and no matter what they are doing; the unbelievably shrill yells of newsboys as they advertise their
pa.pers; the bootblack who follows you, and reminds- you of your
dirty shoes, with the
them again.

purp~ee

of earning five cents by shining

In some of the side-streets many other boys, net

eo industrious, are making and standing around bonfires, which
give off a great deal of black smoke that blows into the faces
of passers-by.

Such experiences are met with not only in New

York but in all large cities.

So thAt after one has lived in

town for a short while, all this becomes familiar and normal. n
Even this same disgusted stranger softened up a bit when
he wrote:
Those who are prejudiced must admit that Americans
deserve a great deal of credit, because they are
such a young people, made up of all races, who have
found the old world too crowded, or who, as many
German~ have felt a strong desire for adventure
across the ocean. 9

7

Bodensted t, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 36

8

Ibid.
9

Ibid., 37
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gaving delivered this faint praise, Bodenstedt returns to a
more critical appraisal of Americ e_n manners and to enforce his
structures on the youth of the United States, he reports the
opinion of an old friend of hie who had for several years resided in America.
He remarked how much safer it was in America to
associate with older than with younger people.
The behaviour of the younder folks often was
forward even if they really did not mean to act
so. They showed little tact as well as a fine
sense of honor, and that is why they just as
easily took a blow as gave one. This would
have had different consequences in Germany. 10
But i* not youth the same the world over?

And can any one

believe that even fifty years ago young men in America just
as easily took a blow as gave one?

Such criticisms seem

to oast doubt on others since they imply an ignorance of a
prevailing American spirit.
A common criticism of foreigners during the period we
are studying was the failure of American educational machinery
really to educate.

When school education fails, family

education must supply and yet to many foreigners family life
in America seemed such as to preclude the possibility or at

10
Bodenstedt, Vom ),tlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 37
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le~st

the practicability Of educating the young.

Apropos of

this condition Bodenstedt wrote:
It does nJt happen in school and cannot be done
at home, because every father of a family is at
the same time a business man. He is away from
home all day long, while tht: mother has work enough
to take care of the house. If the daughters
follow their mother's example, the sons seldom
follow her example. Their whole life is directed
mainly to earning a living as soon as possible.
Necessity demands that the boy become selfsupporting very early. A boy of fourteen here is
often as independent as a young man of twentyfour in Germany. The willingness to work, the
energy and daring spirit of enterprise are found
wherever profit is in view. One does not regard
good behaviour to be of paramount importance, this
is not needed to earn money. 11
In rejoinder an American might object that the father of a
family, who even in other countries than America, must be a
bread winner and consequently can be only a part-time educator
of his children.

While as for mothers of families, (whereas

one tr::veler wrote that the women in America spent most of
their time shopping and visiting) Bodenstedt gave them so much
to do in the home that they were unable: to find time to correct
and educate their offspring.

Evidently our critics have not

considered all the elements of the institution they wrote about
and, at leaet in many instances, have rashly generalized from
11

Bodenstedt, Vom Atlant1schen zum Stillen Ocean. 94-5
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1nadequate date.
Concluding this study of deportment as narrated by German
travelers we should not pass over a point of American behaviour
that was referred to by all foreigners and most unfavorably,
although an American might retort that the quality was not
distinctively American.

That was a tendency to brag, a univer-

sal tendency wherever human beings achieve success but exaggerated in America by the spirit of the frontier.

One such German

visitor, while agreeing that Americans have learned a great dea
but wrote that they had forgotten one thing:
Telling something quietly and v:ithout exaggeration.
They always spoke with the big drum and this was a
particular thing with these Americans at the end of
the nineteenth century. First one is angry at them,
then one laughte at them and finally imitatee them. 12
Yet even this quality, as the critic himself pointed out, is
noticesble only before one has lived some time in America.

The.

the spirit of achievement seizes even upon the foreigner and his
language, like the talk of a native, takes on the note of selfsatisfaction in success that otherwise men are inclined to
enominate brag or boasting.
Material success that first inspired boasting eventually
let to a display which often seemed garish and in bad taste.
2

Dernburg, Aue der Weissen Stadt. 48

10

such bad taste was especially notable in eastern cities after
the Civil War, where Civil War profiteers flaunted their swoll
wealth.

Of this condition one visitor wrote:

Formerly when milLionaires were comparatively rare,
they shrank from m~king an ostentatious displ&y of
their wealth, which simply offended against the
common feeling of equality without conferring any
compensating advantage in the shape of social influence or respect. Since the war, that which most
attracts the gaze in the beautiful F'ifth Avenue,
at the fashionable hour of evening, is the excessive
luxury of the innumerable carriages, with their
immense coat-of-arms, emblazoned on every panel, the
over-smart liveries, the almost priceless carriagehorses and nthe somewhat extravagant dresses of the
ladies, to whom N~ture has been kinder than their
dressmakers." 12
Not the least notable American characteristic (as distinguished from department) was, in the eyes of newcomers to
the United States, an almost univeraal sameness of institutions
throughout the nation.
and mass production.

The Civil War accelerated mass movement
All this made for standardization and

the extreme nationalism of politics during Reconstruction days
no doubt exerted a nationalizing influence on other elements of
Americen life than the purely political.

Thus foreigners re-

ported that Americans stamped a character uniformity and
sameness on all their institutions.

Knowing one hotel meant to

12
Hlibner, "Ramble round the World". 244
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to know them all.

One bill of fare was just like another; one

newspaper was almost uhe same as another.
looked alike.

Even the cities

"W -. are here in the country of squares; the

states are paid out into squares, the counties and even single

13

rarms.

14

All was uniform and after one style.

Just as if some

one had ordered fifty coats of the same style, only a little
different in color."

Standardization of American life was lese

noticeable in material things
of the people· themselves.

than in certain characteristics

The tendency to his objective had

become an American mannerism and critics noticed that Americans
were direct not only in what they said but in the way they said
it.

They came directly to the point without much preface or

introduction.

Neither was their any circumlocution or "beating

about the bush."

"When they come to see you they say what they

have to say and then take their departure.
say

1s~1d

Moreover what they

in the most terse, concise and unambiguous manner.

Members of other national! ties approach each other vi th preliminary greetings; they talk of the wealther, of friends and
politics, and after these introductory remarks they approach th
sub.ject uppermost in their minds.

Not so the Americans."

15

,13

14

15

Dernburg could.not have been very familiar with our geographical conditions because he neglected to add the most
striking square, the township. He was also mistaken as
to the states.
·
Dernburg, Aus der Weissen Stadt. 179
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Akin to this directness of approach was a certain imperviousness and impetuosity of manner wh1oh Europeans noted. Thus
they asserted that Americans were not sensitive in small matte
They were either broad-minded enough to rise above unworthy
trifles, or else true to their profession of democracy, they
did not, for instance, squabble over questions of precedent
at the dinner table or elsewhere.

America moreover was the

lc::;nd of extremes.

"Europe has contributed her people and
16
this contribution makes extremes greater.''
Visi tore, it is

true, did not admit that their emigrates were extreme but the
gathering of different types from each country in the United
States was what in their opinion, produced or at least helped
to produce extremes in nature and character.

One visitor noted

that "even the weether changes from one extreme to the other

17

without warning."
Fr~ntier

influences on American civilization had many re-

sults even on people not directly affected by frontier life and
visitors accurately pointed out another American characteristic
unrest, as well as its cause, "the settlers viewpoint in a
new country...

Restlessness was not the disease of republicanis

but the malady of ambition--of hopeful indigence--suddenly confronted with opportunities for amassing great wealth.
16

17
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Another traveler tried to classify and describe Americans
1n three geographical groups:
and southern aristocrats.

Yankees, tremiddle states class

By Yankees he meant the native

American of American ancestry.

He thought that the ambition or

strongest passion of the Yankee was "through hi:: soul to govern
and to civilize.u

The strongest ambition of the middle states

class was to govern through the almighty dollar, and the strongest of the souther aristocrat was through

ancest~

and birth

to govern the rough and ill-mannered common folk.
"The American is eager to make money quickly, and is not
stingy in spending it,"

writes another, "while the German is

slower, more thoughtful, never eo restless in making money, but
ore close-fisted, more frugal too, and more economical with
hich he has made.
The American is stiff in his manner and cold;
the Ge~man is more frank and hearty. If the
one holds tenaciously to hie inherited traits;
the other is uielding, and readily adapts himself to new conditions and circumstances. If
the former is painfully jealous of his rights
and conscientious in the discharge of his duties,
the latter is less anc1ous and worried as to
both.
or these reasons, as well as many others, the German was admirbly suited to a participation in the settlement of America and,
8
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as has been admitted, had had no small share in effecting the
19
prosperity of the Union.
American manners in the opinion of some were only the resultant of two predominantcharacteristics,--a love of independence and equality, early inculcated, and thrift or a keen abhorrence of waste of time, engendered by the conditions and
circumstances of a new country.

Even the familiar spectacle

of men walking with their hands deep in their trouser pockets,
or sitting with theL limbs crossed needs no other explanation,
and to suggest that because Americans have some habits peculiarly their own, they are either inferior or unmanly, would
be to do them a grave injustice.
According to G. Pollack, in his article in the Nation,
November 3, 1898:
Germans have been misinformed about the Americans
and their character. German newspapers have
printed letters, mailed from the United States.
Most of these were sensational and untrue to a
degree that has no parallel in the letters from
Europe published in:)ur papers. "In fact it may be
19

Dr. Edmund Spiess, "Ueber Aufgabe und Zukunft der Deutschen
in der Vereinigten Staaten von Nord Amerika." Article in
the Lutheran Quarterly, V, July 1875.

20

A German named Platenius commented on the American habit of
sitting with feet elevated on railings and tables but
diagnosed the habit as "imperfedt indigestion or circulation "
John Graham Brooks, As Others See us. McMillan Co.,
New York. 235
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said that the German public, eo far as we are
concerner~, is treated to hardly anything but
highly-sptoed accounts of American corruption,
folly and eccentric~ty."21
22

Pollack prE;i sed Professor Hugo Munsterberg

for his articles

in the Berlin Zukunft: nHe has rendered both his native country
and our own a noteworthy service."

"The American whom he de-

picts is refreshingly different from what is presentsd to the
European readers by those of our journals which exhibit in
themselves the worst failings of the American character.

On

the other hand by those who laudably desire to correct these
failings speak of them in unmeasurable terms of denunciation.
They obscure thereby to the foreign eye what is essentially
23
sound and valuable in Americ:cn life."
The American mania for titles contrasted amusingly enough
with the popular doctrine of equality; Baron von H&bner, in relating hie American experience, made it a point to procure introductions, not onlyw persons of consideration, but to &gents.
and guards at the different stations, to captains and stewards
of steamers and to managers and housekeepers of hotels.
On the railroads I found my letter of introduction
invaluable, especially when traveling alone. The
station agent begins by shaking my hand, calling me
21

22

G. Pollack, "German Ignorance of America", Nation, Nov. 3,
1898, Vol 67~ 330
Ibid.

23
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•• Earonn hal.f a dozen times, end introducing me to
the conductor of the train. Then C:)mes e. fresh
exchange of civilities. The conductor gives me my
title and I call him "Misteru. That's the custom
in the F ar West. They don't call one another "Sir"
but "Mistertt witho-.~.t adding the na'I!e; for no one has
time to inquire or it is forgotten as soon as told. 24
To insure prqper attention there was another formality, an in-

.

25

troduotion by the conductor to the porter.

Here there was no

shaking o f hands, nwhich would involve too close a contact

26

with the skin. ••
In hie "The Hundred Year Old Reputlic", John H. Becker
has an excellent chapter on impressions of the Americans.

He

was of the opinion that the A'nericans desired entertainment
and change constantly; women in the style of clothing and in
shopping; men in saloons, gambling or
other than their wives.

27

von

H~bner

assooi~tions

with women,

thought that Americans

were constantly struggling, secretly, openly, and even brutally
now and then for admission into the circles for which they were
hopelessly unfit.

28

Another thought "the Yankees are under-

standing, quick, efficient, honest and independent, well able
to take care of themselves, to a degree one rarely finds in
4

5

6

7

H\ibner, "Ramble round the World'! 248
It perhaps never came to the Baron's attention that this was
not an American practice b~~ ~n attempt by Americans to act
in the European manner.
Ibid.

The porter was a colored man.

John H. Beaker, Die
8Augsburg, 1876, 284
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Europe."

29

Again, nthe Yankees

30

differ from other Americans

1n that they have more will-power and more endurance."

31

"There

1e no nation more conservative and more changeable than the
Americans."

32

But he adds, "conservative in religious and

pol1 tical ideal a, and changeable in material things."

33

Bodenstedt, traveling in 1882, said, "In no other country
thc:t I know of, do the first impressions of the social life of
the people seem so excitingly strange, so curious, so repulsive,
eo bewildering as in America."

34

One cannot walk down the street of New York and
find one face in ten that would be ·pleasant. One
cannot Pick up the newspaper of a large city
without being startled by the news of crimes. Yes,
one could spend ten years in a large city and still
couldn't understand the roughness of their
character. One reason is that we wouldn't mix
with those classes, and without mingling with
them one cannot thoroughly understand their
language, living conditions and their ideals. 35

29
30

31
32
33
34
35

Douai, Land und Leute. 123
Douai, in his comparisons of Yankees and Americans, treats
the former as a New England native born citizen, distinguisbd
from an American of foreign descent.
Douai, Land und Leute. 122
Ibid., 59-60
Ibid., 60
Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 35
Douai, .Land und Leute. 259-260. He also gives a good part of
Chapter IV to the uncultured side of .:omerican culture. In
substantiation of quotation-Bodenstedt, supra. 36
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From observing what went on in hotels foreigners often
drew their conclusions as to what constituted American life.
In hotels people of a lower claes could mix with higher classes
better educated than themselves, learn their mannerisms and
their etiquette and before long feel at home in c.ll the luxury
hotel life provided.

They took with them the customs they had
36
learned and adopted them for use around their own little homes.
"An American is not naturally bashful, awkward or clumsy, but
handy, able

In new surroundings he often
37
finds something useful to learn.''
a~d

intelligent.

For a European, the morning pleasures Offered in an
American hotel were exhausted with the breakfast and the mornin
edition of a newspaper.

But for the American there was still

another thing that was intsresting and it was to stare into the
world.
For this occupation, comfortable benches and chairs
are provided for in the lower hall.
The main scene however is the parlor alongside
the big entrance. There, about a dozen chairs
are standing, with the front towards the street.
These chairs are occupied all day long by a
dozen men, but very seldom is a chair vacant.
Sometimes one man makes a short remark to
another; sometLnes they look into their papers,
but regularly they stare through the big window.
There is not much to see on the quiet streets,
but nevertheless they go on staring. 38

36
37

38
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How opinions of a foreigner might change after more t•equent contact with the native may be inferred from the writings'
of a German correspondent of one of the ablest continental
papers, the Cologne Gazette, who made four trips to the United
states before 1889.

After the first visit he wrote that the

Americans "were sharp vizaged, nervous, lank and restle sa.••
the sedond trip he abandoned this

grou~

of adjectives.

At

After

the third trip he believed "Americans were resourceful, inventive and supreme in the pursuit of material ends."

After the

fourth trip he wrote ''I have thrown them all over like a lot
of rubbish" (meaning his previous opinions.)

"I now don't

knov what the American is and r don't believe any one else
knows."

But he still thought Americans hurried more than folks
39
of other countries.
If, after four visits, this stranger, really believed

Americans were still in a hurry, the impression of the first
visit was probably correct.

The impressions he formed during

the third visit were along another line.

Yet people can still

be nervous and yet resourceful and inventive.

When he returned

from the fourth trip in 1889 and infered that he had been wrong
in his previous impressions of American resourcefulness,
inventiveness, and leadership in the pursuit of' material things,

39

Brooks, As Others See Us. 45-6
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he registered merely a growing doubt in hie former assurance.
It may be too, as few foreigners ever realized from one even
lengthy visit, that he bad begun to sense the existence of a
soul beneath the ;:more obvious hardness Of American materialism.
Europeans who have never visited the United States but who
have at home come in contact with American tourists are aware
that "ice-water" is as distinctively American as "roastbee:r"
is British.

Accordingly we might expect German tourists in

the United States to comment on this

nation~l

habit.

Foreign

travelers decided that we were a population of very thirty
souls, who often during the day in winter as in summer drank
water with ice floating in it.

Many, it was even stated,

finished their breakfast with a large tumbler of ice-wat·er.
Wherever men congregated, whether in the drawing rooms of the
hotels or or private houses or even in railway care, there
'
.
40
was to be found the ever-present and ever-needed ice-water.
Georg Asmussen was under the impression that the heat of
the summer or as he states

11

damp heat" had something to do

with it.
In summer it is very warm here, the damp heat makes one
ill at times. The drug stores are kept busy filling
prescriptions and selling medicines, lemonades,
ice, sodawater et cetera. Milk pavilions are crowded
40

Griesinger, Land und Leute, II, 708-733
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on summer days. 41
Drinking was not confined to ice-water.

Most of the men,

it seemed to some visitors, sought a bar to satisfy their thirs
with drinks stronger than ice-water.
and did not tarry long.

They stood while drinking

Because of this hurry, strangers

arrived at the conclusion that not much was drunk in America,
because bar-rooms were never as crowded as in Europe.
writer however was of a different opinion.
not want to be seen drinking in public.

11

One

The American does

It is considered more

mannerly not to drink spirits.
great deal is done.
was

~owever

On .the quiet (in a hurry) a
42
Gin is about the most popular ••• "
Gin

considered an almost exclusive drink ot the negro

before prohibition, and what Friedrich Ratzel called gin was
likely brandy or whisky.
The "Liquor Shops" had doorways that seemed to visitors
as odd.

There were double outer doors just as in Germany.

a little farther in were two wing doors, so that outsiders
could not see who was standing at the bar inside.

They were

high enough to prevent one's looking over but if one stooped
41

42

Asmussen, Ein Besuch bei Uncle Sam. 21
It must have been a very warm summer when Asmussen was in
America bedause he asserts that the drug stores were kept
busy filling prescriptions et cetera. The heat must have
been eo intense that the residents of New York needed
medical attention.
Ratzel, Bilder aus Nord Amerika. 122
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a little one could see the legs of the drinkers.

43

In such

"saloons'' strangers met strangers and were invited to have a
ndrink11 •

This might continue as long as a group remained at

the· bar with all taking turns at treating and paying for the
drinks consumed. In this way one could be served with a
different drink every few minutes, and no one refused such an
invitation.

At first this custom seemed very strange and un-

refined to Friedrich Ratzel, but soon "I became accustomed to
44
it and saw that it was deep in the character of the poeple."
It was a distinctive American habit.
Saloons were not mere drinking places.

They were besides

the poor man's club and even for those not unacquainted with
real club life, congenial places for lounging and reading.
The way Americans read a newspaper in such places stimulated
many a visitor's interest and one such visitor contrasted the
Americ~n

with the German conduct under similar conditions.

The German walks to a table, removed hie hat and
puts it away with his cane. Then he dusts his
chair with a handkerchief, sits down slowly and
comfortably in a straight posture. After observing
that the table is clean, he take his aewspaper.
This he unfolds, places on the table and starts
reading at the upper left hand corner.

3

Asmussen, Ein Beeuch bei Uncle Sam 21

4

Ratzel, Bilder aus Nord Amerika. 122
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The American does none of this. He snatches hie
paper, looks at the front page and taking hie chair
at the same time. He stretches hie limbs either
under the table or on it and then balances himself
on his chair. He begins to rock himself and almost
tears the paper looking at every page in a hurry,
glancing here and there and reading just a little.
In a moment he is finished and throws the paper on
the table. All this is accomplished by the American
before the German has really started to read.
If the German orders a glass of beer, he drinks it
el.owly. The American drinks it all at once. 45
The drinking habits of America were not lese strange to
Germans than the whole subject of opposition to the use of
intoxicants.

This was strikingly the case when opposition to

liquor took the form of prohibition.

Ernst von Hesse-Wartegg

discussed the curiosities of American temperance in his book
pQblished in 1893.
Travelers to America will find in Ne:w York, Chicago
and Philadelphia and other large cities, thousands
of saloons doing an excellent business, but should
they arrive in a prohibition state, they will find
it impossible to secure liquor of any kind, even in
the hotels. (Perhaps this was true of t.he traveler
who was a total stranger.) The only drinks available
are breakfast drinks or water, milk and lemonade.
Even in Cosmopolitan New York no liquor is available
on Sundays, as all saloons and bar rooms are closed.
How different this is from our homeland.

5

Becker, Die hundredJlhrige Republik. 285

1

In the city of New York the sale of intoxicating
liquors is prohibited on Sunday. Even the bar rooms
in the hotels are closed and the tourist cannot
find a cool drink anywhere. (Presumably the tourist
is a perfect stranger.) If he is acquainted and
knows the right knock at the back door he can get all
he wants. Laws are made to be evaded. 46
If an American of older stock deprecated drinking and
the corner saloon as being an abuse, he was even more opposed
to a class of men whose laziness he considered foreign to the
spirit of American thrift and industry.

Men of that class

were popularly known as loafers and to them the respects of
more than one German visitor were paid.
The street corners, grocery stores, post-offices,
and other public places or buildings are usually
a meeting place or hand-out of the loafers. Any
hour of the day and even far into'the night you
can see them.· 47
According to Ernst Otto Hopp, in 1876, the question is asked,
who are they?
The people seem to know their na~es but nothing
more. They just use a surname such as Jimmy,
Freddie; Johnny, Charlie or Henry. No other name
is ever heard.
They usually

~ppear

well-fed and fat, and their clothes

are usually in good condition, but what do they do?
They drink, swear, spit, start quarrels, chew and
smoke, play billiards or cards and are ready at
any hour to do anything shameful. 48
46
Hesse-Wartegg, Curiosa aus der neuen Welt. 197-200

47

Hopp, Federzeichnungen. 133-4

48

Ibid.
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There are a few Germans who belong to these rowdies
and loafers. They just call the Germans "Dutchie". 49
Such idle members of society evidently belonged to that
class we denominate today as hoodlum.

Many of them lived from

the proceeds of petty crime; perhaps of crime not so petty but
so frequent as to give their country an unenviable reputation
abroad.

After every war the world over, lawbreaking increases

but during the Civil War, when Theodor Griesinger visited
America, Europeans were urightly astounded that in a country
of lees than thirty million people, more collisions with the
laws were noticeable than in England, France and Germany
w1 th their total of a hundred million people. ••

50

The figures

of his report on crime in the United States are almost
grotesque.
Baltimore with 160,000 more crimes than Berlin,
New Orleans with 180,000 more than Paris,
San Francisco 90,000 more than Naples.
Boston and Philadelphia were still worse according to the same
critic, but cosmopolitan New York led all. Out of every 16
51
or 17 in that city one was a criminal.
Griesinger does not
define his idea of crime or a crm1nal.
49

50

Hopp, Federzeichnungen. 133-4
Griesinger, Land und Leute. 150-151

51
Ibid., 151

He might mean the
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violation of any law or ordinance, such as drinking on Sunday.
He gives no illustration or proof of his assertions and they
are of no

val~e

except to show how

formed and spread by unenlightened

erroneo~s

opinions are

strangers~

Closely connected with the prevalence of crime was the
p~nishment

or lack of punishment for crime-doers.

Indeed

America had the reputation of not punishing offenders to the
full extent of the law.

Often a criminal might be sent to

prison but a pardon or parole was shortly forthcoming.

Many

other criminals possessed influential poli ticc.'l friends and
then could go about the practices of their profession
reasonably secure that, even if detected in the act, some or
other legal chicane would enable them to avoid the consequences

52

of their criminality.
The prevalence of crime was not due to an ineffective
police system at least.

Boston had one, according to an early

traveler, which he thought more efficient than the English
53
police.
The activity of the police was assisted by electrical
devices, many
an

52
3

apparat~s

b~ildings,

as an observer pointed out, having

on the wall by which the police could be summoned

Becker, Die hundredjlhrige Republik. 234
Douai, Land und Leute. 126
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54
bY the pull of a lever.
Some members of the Chicago police force pursued their
thief-catching activity in a way that might annoy the civilian.
They hid in the alleys after eight o'clock at night and waited
for something to happen.

In this way, so it was said at least,

they caught many a burglar.

Ludwig Hevesi tells of an experien e

of a friend of his in Chicago:
One erening a friend of mine was on the way to
hie home. He took the key to the back door
because he planned to walk through the alley
instead of all around the block. A few seconds
after he entered the alley he heard steps. He
ran and the steps quickened. Then he heard a
shot. He knew a policeman had mistaken him for
a thief. One can tell a Chicago policeman by
the shot from his gun. Our army revolvers
sound like pop-guns compared with theirs. 55
Almost as disquieting was an experience met with in
Chicago by Hevesi himself.
One evening I was returning from the home of
Mr. Pullm2n, the sleeping car king, and crossed
Wabash Avenue to find a carriage. I was in
evening clothes, patent leather shoes and a
black theatre cape thrown across my shoulders.
"stop" was yelled and I saw, close to my nose,
a 11 club" covered with leather, and in front of
me stood a policeman. He asked:
nwhat are you doing so late on the stre;ets? 11
"I was ~,i th friends'' I replied.
"Whom?"

54
55

Kirchhoff, Californiehe Kulturbilder. 69-70
Hevesi, Mac Eck's Sonderbare Reisen. 172
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I

l

"Mr. Pullman"
"Where are you going?"
"Home"
"Where do you li ve? 11
"Auditorium Hotel"
u Oh!"
All this was asked and answered abruptly. I then asked:
How did you happen to atop and ask me?"
The policeman let me know that he knew his duty.
He said that he would call a carriage and that
I wasn't to move from the spot. He went to the
corner and after he shistled, a carriage drove up.
He informed the driver to take me to the Auditorium
Hotel. He then told me that my evening dress or
theatre cape didn't make any difference to him,
that he had arrested many a cr'1minal who was dressed
as I was. With this compliment he left. 56
The restraint of criminals in jails or penitentiaries
interested German visitors in the United States.

Every large

city, they commented, had its jail. "Sing-Sing" prison, the
construction ofnvhich coat six million dollars, was perhaps
the largest and most talked of.

The "Tombs" and "Ludlow Street
57
Jail" both in New York were also notable.
Columbus, Ohio,
had a famous state prison which accomodated fifteen hundred
prisoners in private cells.

This building has been a model
58
for many European institutions of the kind.
Friedrich Bodenstedt visited the Detroit House of

Correc-

tion in the. spring of 1880, and recorded his impressions:
also visited the palace-like House of Correction.
All the inmates looked well-fed and I was able to

I

56
57
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Hevesi, Mac Eck's Sonderbare Reisen. 174-5; See chapter on
"Police in AmericeZ Neelmeyer, Die Vereinigten Staaten. 423p
Hopp, Federzeichnungen. 122-132
Bodenstedt Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 229-230
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assure myself that their meals were good. Their
sleeping rooms were clean. With the same amount
of work the inmates scarcely could have done better
for themselves in freedom. I watched them, for a
half an hour, at their work in a large room where
chairs were made. I thought that the inmates, by
g~tting accustomed to work, would be influenced to
go straight after their release, but one of my
associates, who had more experience in that respect,
assured me that the best workers often become the
cleverest burglars when released. No prisoner could
be taken better care of than they are in Americe:n
jails. 59
Early in the nineteenth century·the fame of the American
reformed penitentiary system crossed the seas.

Several govern-

ments sent agents to report on the system for possible
European adoption.

M any institutions established during that

period are still in use.
The revolution of manners and morals, the prohibition
problem and the crime problem:
close of the nineteenth century.

all remained unsolved at the
They continued in existence

to challenge the citizenship and the statesmanship of the
twentieth century.

59
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CHAPTER VI
AMUSEMENTS
In the

previo~s

chapter evidence was adduced to show that

American manners were a subject of much discussion and criticis
by foreign travelers.

National manners are illustrated to a

high degree by national amus2ments, and since the great America
public, during the post-Civil War period was keenly interested
in all forms of amusement, it is well to note just what those
amusements were.
Cricket was still very popular in the 1 ate sixties
especially in New York and Philadelphia.

Interest in that spor

waned as a liking for baseball developed.

Baseball soon became

so popular that laborers in the mills passed the time of their
1

noon period playing ball.
in convention.

In 1867 American baseball clubs met

Rugby was imported from Canada to Harvard in th

mid-seventies and soon became a distinctive college sport while
prize-fi~hting

ulation.

was enlisting the favor of the n3n-academic pop-

Yachting was -a pastime for the rich.

Lewn Tennis

was quite the fashionable sport as the seventies came to a clos
While all this time horse-racing with its inevitable betting on
4
the outcome held the fast favor of thousands. There were race1
2

3
4

Hirschberg, Von New York nach San Francisco. 64
Gr~singer,

Land und Leute. Chap 4, 106-149

Deckert, Die neue Welt. 211
Offenbach in America. 128-131
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courses in New

~ork,

Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans,

and in many places in Tennessee and Kentucky.
among Church

peep~

In New England,

Of the evangelical type, and generally

throughout the United States, horse-racing was supposed to have
5
been prohibited by the decalogue.
The list of American amusements does not end here. There
were cock-fights in New Jersey, swimming at the sea-shores,
receptions and music-hall entertainments in town, boat-races,
rowing and running.

Several volumes could be written about
6

these and other sports.
Newcomers, did not, as a rule, follow these sports on
Sundays.

They prefered to go for long walks during the day and

to spend Sunday evening at a theatre, opera, concert or ballroom, since for such diversions,
time.

durin~

the week they had littl

That was why Americans of foreign birth opposed all

.
restricting amusements on Sunday.

'

~we

The East and rural sections

of the Middle West, where Puritan Sunday ideals were recognized,
forbade these diversions in the evening of the Sunday.

Western

cities and all sectione where frontier conditions still held
5
6

7

Hirschberg, Von New

~ork

nach San Francisco. 64
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influence preferred what the Puritans called "a Continental
8
sunday."
Sunday was a quiet day, at least in those sections of the
country where Puritan ideals were still strong.
closed.

Factories were

No work was thought of, no school boy was punished.

Ulaids and servants were not asked to do more t ban what was abso
lutely necessary.
deserted.
prevailed.

Business streets thronged on week days were

Even in the residential district, quiet and stillness
Only in the early morning could be heard the un-

avoidable noise of milk and ice wagons.

Then only the barber

carried on his regular business and several other necessary establiehments were open.

But all was quiet near and far.
9
the Reformed Israelite adjourned his Sabbath to Sunday.

Even

There was one Sunday instttution in America that was not
tiresome:

the newspapers.

almost book size.

Strangers remarked their many pages,

The New York Tribune was a well edited paper

in Charlotte Niese's estimation.

"It is Republican in politics

and is religious, but the Eighth Commandment does not seem to be
in its catechism,'' she wrote.
8

9

"The other New York papers,

Other amusements; Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 21-38
Diercks, Kulturbilder. 346-352
Oetkin, Die Landwirthschaft. 572-580
Dr. H. Liebhart, "Die Amerikanisohe Sonntag und die Temperenz
Frage. tt Article in Armin Tenner's Amerika. 331-2
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"World",

11

Sun" and "Star" are a.bou t the same, the only differ-

ence being that they do not expect to be believed while the
10
".Tribuneu wants to be taken seriously."
A relibious Americans could do little on Sunday.

11

His wife

and daughter had been made to celieve that they would land in
hell if they so much as sewed a button on a glove," was one
11
writer's opinion.
But they do not thin~t sinful to spend the
whole day of rest reading scandal stories in the Sunday press.
It was understood however, so we are gravely told though perhaps
even the critic was amusing herself, that the editors of such
papers really did not believe all they printed; they wanted to
12
amuse the public as well as themselves.
After the milk and ice wagons have made their deliveries
the quietness was broken only when the p eopl e went to church
13
or the children made their way to Sunday School.
The America
Sunday, as it was known in the East, was really not American
14
born but an imported growth of English J.lUUi tanism.
Church bells calLed the people to praise God in the many
churches, or the children and teachers to oo ngregate in Sunday
schools.

Church goers were about the only people seen on the

10

11

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 34-36
Ibid., 36-7

12
Ibid., 38
13

Liebhart, "Der Amerikanische Sonntag. 11 332

4
Ibid.

12

city streets or even in the country.

Walking or strolling in
1

the country and in parks was not

t~

custom as it was in German •

Church atterd ance for many took up a large part of the day, but
since even before the end of the century religious indifference
was growing in the United States, an increasing number&bsented
themselves from the Sunday services in Protestant churches.
Visitors commented on the fact that, as in other matters, the
American people were free to practice a religion or not, and
this they thought admirable since the individual was thus free
16
to follow his own conscience.
The German or French amusements and 9aetimes found no plac
in the American Sunday, according to Dr. Liebhart in an
"The American Sunday and the Temperance Question."

Obviously

referred to the Atlantic seaboard or perhaps to Sunday in New
England where P'.1r1 tanism was still strong.

Yet he does admit

such amusements were enjoyed occasionally as forbidden fruit,
his conclusion being that "the real American doesn't seem to
want things other than they are."

17

The critic then proceeds to

answer a question he feels hie German readers would ask. nit
(Sunday) 1s not half as dull as it might appear from my statemente" he assured the stay-at home German.

15
16

17

After the American

Liebhart, "Der Am.erikanische Sonntag". 332
Ibid.
Ibid., 333

r
has attended Church services he remains at home with his family
"We have often repreached the American people with the accusation of not knowing real f'amily life."

"But" continued Dr. Lie -

hart, "those who are familiar with conditions know that such a
rep~ach

18

or accusation is unfounded.

During business or work-

ing hours, the hurried American worker might not spend as much
time at home, as for instance, a comfort seeking German.

But

there is no country in which the father of a family stays home
19
as much, in the evening and on Sunday, as in the United States."
Unmarried men with no family responsibilities were not so
inclined to be domestic on their single free day of the week an
it was from this class mainly that recruits f'or the Sunday
patronage of saloons were gathered.

At least that was the case

wherever saloons were open on Sunday, or where, though the front
door must remain locked, entrance might be had by a convenient
side or rear entrance.
Agitation against saloons in America began before the
War.

Civ~l

The movement gathered headway and during the period of

this study, saloons in many places could not be open on Sundays
and on weekdays only at designated ho4rs.

In 1874 the women de-

cided to wage warfare against the rum .evil through an organization of their own, the Women's

Chr~tian

Temperance Union.

18
19

Liebhart, "Der Amerikanische Sonntag."
Ibid.
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By
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1893 the Anti-Saloon League had been established to coordinate
the efforts of all existing agencies.

Despite these agencies

there was no place in the world, according to Miss Niese, where
excessive drinking prevailed as in America.

The American

thought and still thinks it an achievement if he can drink at
forbidden times and places.

He picked Sunday as a fit day.

A

if as Miss Niese states, in her superior way, one were acquainted with the old American Sunday one would not judge the Ameri20
can too harshly for his failure to observe the Sunday laws.
Continuing her pungent and provocative, if often ludicious
inferences, Miss Niese expressed the opinion that church services in America, unlike the custom in several European countries,
were regarded as amusements.

Second only to church going as an

amusement was the theatre. Yet the two were often conbined sino
in many churches entertainments were given several times during
the Winter.
given.

Picture,, musicals, declamations and speeches were

The organ played cheerful melodies.

Costumes of the
21
women suggested a ballroom rather than a church.
The profits
of such entertainments, as well as of bazaars and fairs, went
20

21
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to expand church funds.
On·:Sunday, as were saloons, theatres in the eastern part o
the United States were all closed.

In New York one could occa-

siona.lly discover that a concert was being given, although as a.
disguise it was sometimes characterized as usacred".
carts were not tor religious people, who usually had opportuni2

ties enough during the week to attend theatres and music halls.
The American amusement seekers did not realize that the
plays they witnessed were trashy, at least in the opinion of
foreign v1s1 tors. "A couple in love, who are going to be separated, a villain, one or two murderers, a hero and a very elegantly dressed lady must inevitably be chosen by the playwright••
was the opinion of Mise Niese, who proceeds to generalize from
the performance of some cheap theatre she may have attended.

23

I t a quarrel ensues in the play, the audience becomes excited

and by the stamping of feet, by
its feelings.

wh~tling

and yelling, expresses

The villain is hated by all.

If he is murdered

in the second act, so much the better for his ovn well-being.
"Serve~

11

I am glad of i tu, "the rascal" are yel

at hi• from the gallery.

The creaming continues and sometimes

·hi,m right" and

rotten apples and pieces of bananas are thrown to the stage.
Even then the actors can still consider themselves fortunate

22

3
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that they are not in the West where at times the actors are sho
24
by excited onlookers.
After reading such trash one can only
wonder that a supposedly intelligent and honest

wom~n

was so

stupid or so malicious.

The critic may indeed have witnessed

what ehe described.

if so, she consorted mainly with the

very

v~lgar

Bu~

while touring the United States.

When in the spring of 1880, Friedrich Bodenstedt first
visited a New York theatre, he was inclined to find fault with
what he consid6red useless and undignified theatre advertising.
Fortunately he was accompanied by a young lade who could enlighten him as to the why and wherefore.

Bodensted t

r~Ja

ted the

incident in his book uvom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean".
The most striki~g feature of the theatre's exterior
was a group of large placards giving the name of the
performance and pictures of the hero and of some of
the other characters. They are not on~y on the exterior but all along the corridors inside. Why should
it be necessary to put up these posters to encourage·
attendance when the same placards appear in the daily
papers and are se.en by almost everyone?
My compani'on tells me, that newspaper readers quickly
forget everything they have read in the papers. But
why have then inside where they cannot increase attendance because you have already paid your admission be•
fore you came into this corridor?
She explained to me, that duplicates of these placards
were posted generally throughout the city and what one
missed reading there might be looked at, at one's
leisure, here. 25
4

5

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 31-33
Bodenstedt, Vom Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 56-57

1

Strolling down Fifth

4

New York, is another pastime.

Aven~e,

Whoever walked along that roadway on a beautiful afternoon, we
are told, saw here and there a canopy and beneath it a strip of
carpet

extendin~

from the

ho~se

door to the curb.

All this in-

dicated a reception wa.s going on v.ithin and a caustic German
lady has described the function for the edification no doubt of
socially inclined matrons or the Fatherland.

The lade of the

house, dressed in a brocaded gown ani glimmering with diamonds,
stood in her parlor.

Throngs of ladies and gentlemen, young and

old, in formal dress or street costume, as they preferred,
streamed through the front door.

Each visitor approached the

hostess and said, "How do you do?"

left a calling card on the

table and hurried to another room 1n the rear where lunch was
bein.g ·served.

Coffee, ice cream, sandwiches made up the colla-

tion.

Refreshment having been nibbled at the caller strolled

out.

When the last guest had departed the social duty of the

hostess was accomplished for the season.
After the reception, if the hostess had a daughter, a dance
was often

~iven

in the latter's honor.

The dance might continue

as late as one o'clock in the morning, an intermission for
26
dinner at eight o'clock being a standinp custom.
Some members of high society spent their winders in a
warmer climate and sought relief

fro~

6

Burger, Bilder und Skizzen. 24-25

the rigors of a northern

135
climate or winter by going to Florida.
question as to

w~at

Answering a presumed

o coupled their time in the southland, one

student of American society wrote:
They go to St. ·Augustine so that they won't be in
New York, Chicago or Philadelphia. 27 The people,
whom I met here, belong to the very weal thy o:Ja sa.
That can be easily understood when one computes
the railroad fare and other expenses. They do very
little. 28 When they are not eating or drinking,
they are sitting or standing the whole day in the
garden. They,sit in the rooking chairs, read newspapers and novers, smoke, gossip and enjoy themselves in the warm air of the golden sunshine. Here
and there we meet a group of friends. Most of them
are however strangers. 29
At the Ponce de Leon Hotel at St. Augustine, Florida, (189 )
there was a wonderful swimming pool for men and

~omen,

sw~mm1ng

being one of the most popular amusements of the guests.

Two

galleries surrounded this pool, built entirely or marble.
transparent water was constantly changed.

Its

Here, between meals,

men and women enjoyed themselves, playing different games such
as tossing a ball about and engaging in swimming and diving
stunts.

From time to time swimming races were held and at

stated hours a band played.
27

28

29

It was interesting to sit in the

The author evidently means that the climate in New York,
Chicago or Philadelphia was such that many avoided it for
the warmer winter in Florida.
Perhaps the author meant they did little business, sim e fro
the description that follows it is quite evident these
northern visitors were busy enough.
It is obvious that most of the people visiting Florida,
coming from widely sep&rated northern am eastern cities,
would meet few friends. Lindau, Altes und Neues. 80-81

gallery to listen to the music, to watch the antics ofthe swim30
mere in the usually crowded pool.
German readers were told,
Americans generally excell in whatever they attempt, and most
Americans were excellent swimmers.

Among the young folk, there

were experts, who could stay under water for several minutes,
dive from dangerous heights, and perform different acrobatic
feats on rings swinging above the water.

31

As in swimming, shooting, gymnastics and riding, Americans,
our German guests believed, were accomplished dancers.
danced well and rapidly.
were held each week.

They

At the Ponde de Leon two formal dance

The orchestra played with vim.

Between

dances couples promenaded beneath the palm arrl orange trees of

32

the garden.
Well-to-do Americans could take the summer off for a vacation and go to the seashore.

Wealthier Americans might go to

Florida for the winter, but the majority l'E. d to be satisfied
with briefer holidays, often one day at a time.
days offer such a diversion.

American holi33
Christmas, New Years, Thanksgiving

Washington's Birthday. Lincoln's Birthday, Fourth of July and
in some places Valentine's Day were some of the holidays cele30

31

32
3

Lindau, Altes und Neues, 82-83
Ibid., 83
Ibid.
Griesinger, Land und Leute. 834-6
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brated during the year.

These holidays released the bulk of th

population from their round of work to free days of recreation.
The harder and more confining the daily round, the more eignifi
cant was the day of freedom.

Yet oftentimes the lese prepared

was the worker for its wise use.

34

Holidays naturally bring an outburst of the amusement
spirit. The form of that outburst, the degree to which is is
shaped by the traditions of the day, or utilized by amusement
promoters, is highly significant.
11

As far as my personal experience goes" re:.t;. tee one travel-

er, "no other country outside of Germany eel ebrates Chr1a tmas
in such a genuine German manner as America.

The Germans brought

the Christmas tree over to America where it became very popular,
and is found nowadays in almost every American family. tt

35 .

Boden-·

stedt.asserted that the Germans brought the Christmas tree to
America but does not say when

34
35

o:c

under what circumstances.,

Griesinger, Land und Leute. 837-838
Bodenstedt, Von Atlantischen zum Stillen Ocean. 157
Kirchhoff, Reisebilder, II, 127
·
Christmas and New Years in New York-Hlcker Amerikanieche
Reise~skizzen. 4•7; Erbach-Erbach, Reisebrlere, 243-245
liThe Christmas tree which has become an almost universal symbol, and is by most persons supposed to have orginated in
Germany, had its origin in Egypt at a period long before the
Christian Era. The palm-tree is known to put forth a branch
every month, and a spray or this tree, with 12 shoots on it,
was used in Egypt at the time of the winter solstice, as
a symbol of the year completed. 11
The Volume Librar~, Abram Royer Brubacher, PH.D. Educators
Association, New York, N.Y. 996

r

1 8
To discuss a New Year's Day

v,

i th all 1 ts variety of enter-

tainment, especially in New York, would be to tell several page •
This traveler we have just quoted on Yuletide festivities continued hie theme when writing of New Years:
I found the ins ide of every house I vi$i ted ei·m,;:>ly
adorned. The lady of the house invited every guest
to try some of the many good things offered for
eating and drinking. After the custom of the country, it would have been unbecoming to refuse.
As the whole day is used fo~ receptions, there are
usually some guests present and the departing is
as easy as the coming. Mere courtesy phrases are
not the custom of the land and to vhom a courteous
word is said, that one can be assured that it is
meant. This makes social associations more sincere
and reliable than in other countries. 36
New Year's Eve frequently brought

epecia~blems

in the

larger cities where such celebrations resulted in the massing
together of enormous crowds.

A carnival spirit was manifested

in the hurling of confetti, the blowing of horns and the use

3

of every conceivable device for noise-making by the celebrators.
A commendable feature of American life, so we are told, was the
custom practiced ty severa~hotels in New York on New Year's daJ

38

of giving free meals to every person who was decently dressed.
It is unfortunate that Bodenstedt was not more specific.

We

would like to know, on the authority of a respectable eye-witness, if on New Year's. day the manager of even a single New York

36
37

38

Bodenstedt, Von Atlantie.chen zum Stillen Ocean. 163
Griesinger, Land und Leute, 828-838
Bodenstedt, supra. 163
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hotel invited the public in for meals gratis.

Our suspicion is

that the author here means merely that a selected few of the
city's needy were fed, perhaps after paying guests had complet
their dinner.
The greatest of all American holidays was Independence Day
or the Fourth of July.

"That is one day in the year, the

anniversary of national independence, when the Americans are
allowed absolutely unrestricted liberty" stated a writer in
1877.

"Everything is permitted on this day, and Heaven knows

what use and abuse are made of this license. 11

39

When penning

such statements Offenbach may have been animated by holidays
spirits.

For while ordinances against the disturbance of the

peace were on such occasions not enforced, the malicious destruction of property, and the violation of other laws, were
certainly not left

unpun~shed

by the municipal authorities.

The general public usually celebrated the Fourth of July
morning by witnessing and parade in which soldiers and exsoldiers took part.

In the afternoon bands played in many

4J

public places, and in the evening fireworks were displayed.
The character of the Fourth, still prevalent in many communi ties
together with the casualties that occur on that day, are too

39
40

Offenbach in America, 115; see also 114-120
Pachmayr, Leben und Treiben, 145-6
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familiar to need statement here.

Special amusement events

require extraordinary alertness on the part of the police and
other restrictive agencies of government.

Special prov1.sion is

sometimes made in laws to regulate dangers or evils likely to
emerge.

For example, the recently increased limi tat.ion put

upon the manufacture and sale of firecrackers, fireworks, tende
41
to regulate and supervise their use on the Fourth of July.
Of all the varieties of amusement offered during this
period, city, state and national faire and exhibitions
an important place.

he~

They were usually held annually, and were

exhibi tiona chiefly of the products of the farm and the
factory.

.ixhibitions of this kind attracted great numbers of

spectators and by bringing inventions and machinery of all
kinds into close contrast and competition, undoubtedly exerted
a stimulating and beneficial influence on the material develop.
42
ment of American life.
Of all exhibitions during the period under discussion,
the most important was the World's Fair at Chicago in 1893.
Some might ask how Chicago, a young city of the middle west,

41

42

For fUrther information and descriptions of the Fourth of
July celebrations see:
Griesinger, Land und Leute. 821-828
Kirchhoff, Re1seb1lder, II, 127-8
Doua1, Land und Leute. 181
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got the honor of entertaining representatives of the World and
of displaying world products and v·.orks of art. Friedrich Darnburg reported one answer which must have secured acceptance in
the Fatherland.

Slnce it was the one Europeans would have

expected.
Ten Million Dollars were bid for
World Fair.
No one bid more than ten million
largest Fair in the world.
Ten million dollars, once, twice
third time. Awarded to Chicago.

the Columbia's
dollars for the
and for the

43

Chicago bid and got it.

Ten million dollars to have the Fair

in the city of Chicago.

Five millions were raised by the city

and the balance by a company hurriedly organized for that
purpose.

No other clty thought it could raise that amount.

There were other and more influential reasons why Chicago
secured the World's Fair, but these probably escaped the notice
of a passing guest.
Friedrich Dernburg came to America in 1893 just for the
orld's Fair and upon his return to Berlin he wrote a book
ntitled "Out of the White City, Walks in the Chicago World's
air and further travel".

He gave eighteen chapters to the

Dernburg, Aus der Weissen Stadt. 26
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Fair and described what he thought was both good and bad.

His

final judgment seems to have been unfavorable for after discussing every excellence he concluded with the remark:

"But

even with the best of intentions they cannot change the fact

44

that Chicago just remains Chicago."
On May 1, 1893 the Administration Building of the World's
Columbian Exposition presented a scene never to be forgotten •
.As far around the building, down the avenue and bee ide the
lagoon as one could see, was a dense mass of people.

Behind

the grandstand, the east side of the building itself was
black with spectators, on the balconies and window ledges and
even the roof, anywhere and everywhere, if only they could
look down on the platform holding the chief magistrates and
distinguished guests.

The stand itself was a glittering

spectacle, and when the beams of the sun broke through cloud
drifts they glinted and glanced upon the brass buttons of the
military men on the platform.

Fifty thousand school children

dressed in red, whfe and blue intoned "Hail Columbian and
"Yankee Doodle."

45

At 12:20 o'clock President Cleveland

touched the electric button which set in motion the machinery
and signalized the opening of the World's Columbian Exposition.

4

5

Dernburg, Aus der Weiesen Stadt. 28
Hopp, Federzeichnungen. Chap 19 (Pages are not numbered in
THE BOOK USED. )
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46
Approximately 115,000 people witnessed the opening ceremony.'
Peoples of the world were thus enabled to estimate the progress
effected in the application of science to the useful arts.
Influenced ty all they have heard and read, Europeans
who never journeyed to the United States were convinced, at
least before the end of the nineteenth century, that Americana
were a wholly serious people who never relaxed.

This convic-

tion was manifested in the questions asked of Germans who.
returned to the Fatherland after visiting America.
Have Americans any time for play?
Have they even a desire for recreation?Owing to the universal imp.J;"eS"Sion that they,. "hustle" from
morning· to night, thot their pursuit of the dollar never
ceased and that they are supposed to count every minute lost
which does not produce some financial gain, many were disposed
to answer both questions in the negative.

It must be con-

fessed that Americans are themselves largely responsible for
this all but universal tradition.

Nevertheless, as has been

shown, there were plenty of Americans who found time for
recreation.

Sports of every description engaged in by

mericans, vary according to

th~

season of the year, according

to the loc&tion and other physical surroundings and circum-

6

Dernburg, Aus der Weissen Stadt. 36; 44-50
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stances, all of which are too numerous to me:1tion within the
limite of this paper.

It is obvious, however, that the

general conception of the American character, as presented by
more than one student from abroad, needs considerable
correction.
In conclusion, the writer of this study of American social
history from the German viewpoint, 1865-1900, would express
the opinion that the task of collating and translating
reminiscences of American life has been a most interesting one.
To read what foreigners have written about us may not flatter
our national vanity.

Their words at times may affront our

knowledge of the realistic because no foreigner, save after
long residence, can ever penetrate the disguise with which
most people mask their national soul.

And some foreigners

will ever leap from a single observation to belief in a
similar general condition.

Yet one aspect of various glimpses

of social life which panorama-like have passed before us in
these pages, can only give satisfaction to the candid historian.
It is that whether bitter or laudatory, whether by competent
or jaundiced observers, the impressions here recorded, have
been recorded in books, no one of which, the probability was,
would ev·er be studied by the average reader.

Hence the

writers were expressing themselves neither to irritate nor to
flatter the American public and so they afford as a candid

145

picture of American life as they saw it.

That they sometimes

failed in the accuracy with which they reported facts, and
even more seriously in the correctness of their generalizations
is something that we may regret.

But by collating what differ-

ent writers have recorded about the

sa~e

fact, we may arrive

at a moral certa1nt¥ as to the objective truth or untruth of
their statements and to that degree their writings form
valuable data for the student of social history.

*** * * *
** ** *
* * * *
* * *
**
*
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EXPLANATION OF KEY LETTERS.

CCV

JCL

-

JCU

-

LUL
~L

-

~c

UCL
u~

-

~c

-

Catholic Central Verein of America,
St. Louis, Missouri.
Cleveland Public Library,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Chicago Public Library,
Chicago, Illinois.
Detroit Public Library,
Detroit, Michigan.
John Crerar Library,
Chicago, Illinois.
John Carroll University Library,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Loyola University Library,
Chicago, Il+inois.
Milwaukee Public Library,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Newberry Library,
Chicago, Illinois.
University of Chicago Library,
Chicago, Illinois.
University of Michigan Library,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
William L. Clements Library,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Western Reserve Historical Society,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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47.

Liebknecht, Wilhelm, Ein blick in die Neue Welt. J.H.W.
Dietz, Stuttgart, 1887. Philipp Christian Martin Luawig
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entweckung des Goldes. Faesc und Beer, Zurich, 1898.
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49.

Lindau, Paul, Altes und Neues aus der neuen Welt. Carl
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52.
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55.

Neelmeyer, Vuskassowitsch Heinrich, Die Vereinigten
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geschildert. F. Duncker, Leipzig, 1884. JOL CLP
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56.

Neve, Juergen Ludwig, Charakterz6ge des Amerikanischen
Volkes. H.G. Wallman, Leipzig, 1902. JCL The Land
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57.

Oberl!nder, Richard, Von Ozean zu Ozean. Kulturbilder
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59.
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traveling musicia~ G.W. Carleton & Co., New York,
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60.
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61.

Pelz, H., New York und seine umgebungen. Hoffman & Co.,
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62.
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cities of the West.
64.

Ratzel, Friedrich, Die Vereinigten Staaten von NordAmerika. R. Oldenbourg, ~inchen, 1878-1880. CPL JCL
UNili UCL Not a travel book, just a history, but author
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65.

Scherff, Julius, Nord Amerika. Reisebilder, sozialpolitische und wirthschaftliche Studien aus den Vereinigten Staaten. O.Wigand, Leipzig, 1904. MPL JCL
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66.

Schleiden, Dr.Rudolf, Reise-Erinnerungen aus den
• Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika. C.Steiger, New York,
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67.

Sch&ller, Dr.Max, In den SUdstaaten Nordamerikas. Erinnerunger und Eindrtlcke. Fred. DUmmler, Berlin,1893.
1891-192. Claims so much has been written about the
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southern.

68.

Siemers, Osterman, F.von, Erinnerunger an den fernen
Westen. Pierson, Dresden, 1883. UML Deals with the
rar-west in the early eighties.

69.

Tenner,Armen, Ed. Amerika. Der heutige Standpunkt der
Kultur in den Vereinigten Staaten.Stuhrsche, Berlin,
1886. Westerman & Co., New York, 1886 2nd ed. UML
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70.

Wohltmann, Dr. F. Landwirtschaftliche Reisestudien eber
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Breslau, 1894. CPL Author was a professor at the
University of Breslau. In a:dition to some hundred
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71.
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